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The sequential view: From rapidly fading
stimulus traces to the organization of

memory and the abstract
concept of number

E. J. CAPALDI
Purdue Uniuereity, West Lafayette, Indiana

The development ofthe sequential approach to instrumentallearning from about 1958 to the
present is described. The sequential model began as an attempt to explain a particular dass of
neglected partial reward phenomena, those in which performance in acquisition and extinction
is influenced by the particular sequence in which rewarded and nonrewarded trials occur in ac
quisition, and it was subsequently applied to a variety of other phenomena. Over time, the se
quential model grew, sometimes through the replacement of older assumptions by novel ones,
as when retrieved memories replaced stimulus traces, and sometimes simply through the addi
tion of novel assumptions, such as that animals are capable of remembering retrospectively one,
two, three or more prior nonrewarded outcomes--the N-Iength assumption. The most recent
assumption added to the sequential model is that on a given trial the animal may utilize its memory
of prior reward outcomes to anticipate both the current reward outcome and one or more sub
sequent reward outcomes. One way to view the sequential model is to say that it is a specific
theory in various degrees of competition with other specific theories. Several examples of this
are provided. Another way to view the sequential model, a more important way in my opinion,
is to see it as a representative of a general theoretical approach, intertrial theory, which differs
in fundamental respects from another much more generaIly utilized theoretical approach, intra
trial theory. I suggest that there is a substantial body of data that can be explained by inter
trial mechanisms but not by intratrial mechanisms. The future may weIl reveal that the inter
trial mechanisms have greater explanatory potential than the currently more popular intratrial
mechanisms.

The cognitive abilities of rats are far greater and more
varied than was dreamed of even remotely until recently.
Even now they are familiar to only a relative few. As
Wright (1992) has recently indicated, an animal may per
form poorly not because of its cognitive limitations, but
because the experimenter has employed a task ill suited
to the particular species. Varied reward situations, em
phasized in this paper, have demonstrated themselves to
be ideally suited to revealing a variety of complex abili
ties in rats. To be sure, varied reward situations were em
ployed initiaIly to test the simplest of hypotheses. But
varied reward situations, as we shall see, are very flexi
ble, and when appropriately modified they can be ern
ployed in the service of many ends. Within the context
ofthe author's sequential hypothesis, varied reward tasks
have been repeatedly modified to reveal increasingly com
plex processes in the rat, an activity that is ongoing.

In the present paper, varied reward refers to situations
with the following characteristics. Animals receive two
or more different reward outcomes, such as food reward
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and nonreward either intermixed in the same phase or suc
cessively in separate phases. The differential reward out
comes are not validly signaled by differential exterocep
tive cues. The sequential hypothesis began as an attempt
to explain the effects of various sequences of reward and
nonreward trials-a variety of partial reinforcement-on
learning and performance. Over time, the sequential hy
pothesis has been applied to a variety of additional varied
reward situations. These include the successive acquisi
tion and extinction of responses, varied magnitude of re
ward, varied delay of reward, seriallearning with reward
events as stimulus items, counting reward events, organiz
ing reward events into new functional units or chunks,
and even conventional discrimination learning situations
in which distinctive exteroceptive cues validly signal better
and worse reward outcomes .

It is weIl to clarify at the outset my view of the rela
tionship between the sequential hypothesis and instrumen
tal varied reward situations. My view is that in some in
stances varied reward situations provide better insights
into the processes that regulate learning and performance
than do some other types of learning situations. In other
instances, other situations may be as good or better. As
a specific example, many years ago Capaldi and Spivey
(1964), employing a varied reward procedure, provided
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evidence which suggested that rats were able to remem
ber the specific reward outcome-reward or nonreward
that had occurred 24 h previously. More recently, Over
man and Doty (1980), employing a delayed matehing to
sample procedure, provided evidence that monkeys were
able to remember a visual stimulus over a 24-h retention
interval. In this instance, a varied reward task and a
delayed matehing to sarnple task were about equally ef
fective in indicating that animals were able to remember
specific episodic events over long retention intervals. I
have no doubt that for some purposes the delayed match
ing to sample situation is superior to varied reward tasks.
However, in my view, the opposite is also the case. To
be specific, I cannot easily imagine that the complex or
ganizational capacities clearly exhibited by rats in certain
varied reward tasks could be revealed nearly as well in
the delayed matehing to sample task or in a variety of other
learning situations-such as Pavlovian conditioning.

Varied reward tasks taken collectively, and partial re
ward in particular, have had and continue to have a major
impact on contemporary theory. As early as 1939, a spate
of partial reinforcement investigations had been reported
which clearly signaled troubled waters for extant theo
retical approaches. However, as perhaps often occurs
when new perplexing data are reported, it was not im
mediately recognized how seriously the novel findings
were to be taken. Hull, for one, may not have made up
his mind about this. On the one hand, in 1941 in his semi
nar at Yale, he described a mechanism, later to be called
the Hull-Sheffield hypothesis, that was capable of explain
ing the limited available partial reward data (see Jenkins
& Stanley, 1950). On the other hand, 2 years later, in
his very influential Principles 0/ Behavior (1943), Hull
barely mentioned partial reinforcement, saying only that
he realized it had the potential to create problems for his
theory (p. 337). In any event, Hull's 1952 book presented
a marked contrast to his 1943 statement in that it devoted
considerable space to an attempt to explain a variety of
varied reward effects.

By 1950, it had become unmistakably clear that new
theories had to be devised in order to explain why partial
reward produced greater resistance to extinction than con
sistent reward did-the partial reinforcement extinction
effect. Does our concern with explanations of the partial
reinforcement extinction effect and related phenomena
have the same significance today as it did in 1940 or 1950?
I think it does. Consider the following: Data reported re
cently (e.g., Capaldi & Miller, 1988a, 1988b) suggest that
rats are able to count reward events and to categorize the
number of reward events in an abstract manner. Other
data reported recently suggest that rats are able to remem
ber a number of reward events by organizing them into
a new functional unit or chunk, called a list chunk, which
can be employed as a discriminative cue for another se
ries of reward events that might occur as much as 20 min
later (Capaldi, Miller, Alptekin, & Barry, 1990). Accord
ing to the sequential approach, the partial reinforcement
extinction effect, the ability of rats to count and to ab-
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stractly categorize reward events, the ability of rats to or
ganize reward events in a complex manner over long
retention intervals, and numerous other phenomena are
related in that an are united by a common set ofprinciples.

As might be gathered from the preceding comments,
theories capable of dealing with varied reward data have
evolved over decades, and they are still evolving as novel,
unexpected varied reward phenomena continue to be re
ported. In connection with varied reward data, three things
should be kept in mind. No available theory is capable
of explaining all of the very considerable body of varied
reward data. Newer varied reward data suggest that even
the simple rat is a creature of enormous cognitive
complexity-that rats possess far greater organization and
anticipatory abilities than has generally been realized. Fi
nally, despite our collective complete lack of success in
explaining all varied reward data, at least some of the
more salient explanatory principles seem to have been
discovered.

In my view, the three most basic and fundamental prin
ciples isolated to date for understanding varied reward
effects are the following. First, different interoceptive,
reward-produced stimuli are associated with different con
ditions of varied reward, and these interoceptive stimuli
control instrumental behavior strongly, more strongly in
many instances than any differential exteroceptive stim
uli an experimenter may or may not explicitly manipu
late. More simply put, animals trained under different con
ditions of varied reward learn different things, sometimes
vastly different things, and thus perform differently. This
assumption is, of course, incorporated into the author's
sequential approachjust as it is in some other approaches.
However, within the sequential approach, the emphasis
on the variety of complex reward events represented by
animals is considerably greater than it is in other ap
proaches. Second, the memories of two or more differ
ent reward events may be fused, as it were, into a new
functional unit or chunk that exercises control over be
havior. Third, among the properties of the chunk is that
it can function as a rule or a concept. To put the assump
tions ofthe sequential approach in better focus, this paper
is divided into three sections. The first emphasizes some
of the circumstances involved in the original development
ofthe sequential approach, with its emphasis on memory
of individual reward events. The second deals with newer
experimental findings that have led to more recent ideas
to the emphasis on organizing individual reward events
into larger functional units. In the third section, which
is speculative, directions are considered for further de
velopment of the sequential approach, with an emphasis
on anticipation of reward events to go along with mem
ory of reward events.

TUE SEQUENTIAL VIEW:
INITIAL DEVELOPMENT

In his review of the literature, Lewis (1960) expressed
dissatisfaction with available explanations of the partial
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reinforcement extinction effect and a variety of related
phenomena. Lewis did describe Amsel's promising and
subsequently influential frustration theory, which had ap
peared only 2 years earlier in the Psychological Bulletin
(Amsel, 1958). While Amsel's view was reasonably weIl
developed by 1960, the sequential view was not, although
Lewis did eite two papers containing some of the seeds
of the sequential view (Capaldi, 1957, 1958). While a
number of hypotheses have been applied to this or that
varied reward situation, only three have been applied to
a sufficiently broad array of such data to be considered
general: Amsel's frustration hypothesis (e.g., Amsel,
1992); the author's sequential hypothesis; and the Daly
and Daly (1982) view, which utilizes principles from Am
sel's theory and that of Rescorla and Wagner (1972).

The difficulty posed for various theories by the partial
reinforcement extinction effect and a variety of other
varied reward effects may be illustrated with reference
to HuIl's 1943 theory. According to HuIl's approach in
his 1943 book, animals receiving different schedules of
reward formed the same assoeiations but at different
strengths. Habits (stimulus-response, or S-R, bonds)
were strengthened on rewarded trials; the bigger and the
more immediate the reward, the greater the asymptote of
habit growth. Call this approach strength theory. Accord
ing to HuIl, as habit strength increased, so too should
resistance to extinction. But where number of trials is
equated, habit strength cannot be greater under partial re
ward than under consistent reward, because, of course,
under partial reward not all trials are rewarded. Clearly
a reliance on strength theory, in the absence of additional
assumptions, will not do as an explanation of the partial
reinforcement extinction effect and of varied reward data
generally.

The frustration hypothesis and the sequential hypothe
sis share two major features which allow each hypothe
sis to deal adequately with a wide range of varied reward
effects. Both views assume that extinction involves gen
eralization decrement. That is, over extinction trials, an
imals progressively encounter novel stimuli unlike those
which control responding in acquisition, and so they
progressively manifest response decrement. In addition,
and much more importantly, both theories assume that
as schedule of reward varies, learning may be affected
not only quantitatively (strength theory) but also qualita
tively. More specifically, both theories assume that dis
tinctive reward events produce distinctive stimuli that ac
quire control over responding. The latter assumption, it
may be strongly argued, is indispensableto an understand
ing of the wide array of available varied reward effects
and thus instrumentallearning in general. Yet this assump
tion has been ignored in many recent theories. As merely
one example, the Rescorla-Wagner (1972) model, the
most influential model of recent times, is a strength the
ory which assumes that extinction involves unlearning.
It is true that the Rescorla-Wagner model was devised ini
tially to explain Pavlovian phenomena, but many have ap
plied it to instrumentallearning as weIl. In a few ofthese

applications, it has been recognized that the Rescorla
Wagner model is incapable of explaining instrumental
varied reward data in the absence of postulating reward
produced cues (e.g., Daly & Daly 1982; Haggbloom &
Capaldi, 1992; Neely & Wagner, 1974).

Reward-produced cues possess a variety of attributes.
The emotional attributes of reward reduction have been
much more heavily emphasized by the frustration model
than by the sequential approach. The emotional empha
sis has enabled the frustration view to explain phenom
ena that the sequentialview cannot. For example, the frus
tration view can explain why partial reinforcement
produces faster running than consistent reinforcementdoes
in the start section of a runway, but slower running in
the goal section-as weIl as various other related phenom
ena (see, e.g., Amsel, 1967). The sequential hypothesis,
however, was devised to explain a rather different class
of varied reward phenomena-those clearly sensitive to
the particular sequence or order in which different reward
events are presented. Few hypotheses have had much to
say about such clearly sequential phenomena, even today,
and those which have have dealt with only a lirnited range
of them, most notably single alternation pattern learning
(see, e.g., Amsel, 1992; Daly, 1991). In any case, as data
were collected it became clear that the distinction between
clearly sequential phenomena and other phenomena was
not tenable: performance under all reward schedules, even
irregular schedules of rewarded and nonrewarded trials,
seemed to be regulated by sequential variables. But this
was to become clear later.

By 1960, only a few clearly sequential effects had been
reported (see Lewis, 1960), but one reported by Tyler,
Wortz, and Bitterman (1953), pattern running, had a pro
found effect on the author. Tyler et al. provided rats in
a runway with a single alternating series of rewarded and
nonrewarded trials at a relatively short (30-sec) intertrial
interval (ITI). Quite interestingly, with training, the rats
came to run faster on rewarded than on nonrewarded
trials. Such single alternationpattern running is, of course,
an unconventional form of discrirnination learning. In con
ventional discrirnination learning problems, as indicated,
differential exteroceptive cues signal rewarded trials (S+
cue) and nonrewarded trials (S- cue). In single alterna
tion pattern running, there are no exteroceptive S+ and
S- cues. In 1960, only one theory capable of explaining
single alternation pattern learning was available, the Hull
Sheffield hypothesis, and that theory was known by then
to have a variety of serious problems.

According to the Hull-Sheffield hypothesis (see
Sheffield, 1949), partial reward, unlike consistent reward,
could allow extinction-like stimuli to be conditioned to
the instrumental response in acquisition. This would re
sult in a partial reinforcement extinction effect, because
in extinction, the extinction-like stimuli would elicit the
reaction more strongly in the partial group than in the
consistent group, which would experience considerable
generalization decrement. For all the many differences
between the HuIl-Sheffield hypothesis, the frustration



hypothesis, and the sequential hypothesis, an emphasis
on a generalization decrement explanation of the partial
reinforcement extinction effect is common to all. In any
event, the stimuli postulated by the Hull-Sheffield hypoth
esis were assumed to be rapidly fading stimulus traces.
Thus, following rewarded trials, the traces might consist
of food particles in the mouth. Following nonrewarded
trials, the traces might be those of frustration. All stim
uli, including stimulus traces, were assumed to be condi
tioned to the instrumental reaction on rewarded trials. In
acquisition, therefore, traces of frustration could be con
ditioned to the reaction on the rewarded trials that fol
lowed nonrewarded trials at a short ITI. Thus, transitions
from nonrewarded to rewarded trials, or NR transitions,
were given central theoretical status by the Hull-Sheffield
hypothesis-a major development, as it turned out. In any
event, the Hull-Sheffield hypothesis could explain single
alternationpattern learning as follows. Traces of rewarded
events, by occurring on nonrewarded trials, would be
come inhibitory (run slow); traces ofnonrewarded events,
by occurring on rewarded trials, would become excitatory
(run fast). Unfortunately for the Hull-Sheffield hypothe
sis, Tyler et al. (1953) reported that a 50% irregular
schedule of partial reward produced greater resistance to
extinction than a single alternation schedule did, despite
the fact that the single alternation schedule contained the
greater number of NR transitions.

While still other findings created problems for the Hull
Sheffield hypothesis (see, e.g., Lewis, 1960), the single
greatest problem was undoubtedly this: many investiga
tors reported obtaining a partial reinforcement extinction
effect at long ITIs (see, e.g., Lewis, 1960; Wilson, Weiss,
& Amsel, 1955). According to the Hull-Sheffield hypoth
esis, of course, a partial reinforcement extinction effect
should not be obtained at long ITIs, because stimulus
traces, the basis of the partial reinforcement extinction
effect, fade rapidly. If anything, according to the Hull
Sheffield hypothesis, at long ITIs partially rewarded ani
mals should extinguish more rapidly than consistently
reinforced animals. By 1960, then, some phenomena were
available which could be taken to suggest that in some
respects the Hull-Sheffield hypothesis was on the right
track (singlealternation pattern learning), while other phe
nomena suggestedthat the hypothesiswas in other respects
unworkable (the partial reinforcement extinction effect at
long ITIs). Most theorists emphasized the unworkability
of the sort of mechanisms emphasized by the Hull
Sheffield hypothesis (see, e.g., Amsel, 1962; Lewis,
1960). As another example, commenting on the shift in
theorizing about the partial reinforcement extinction ef
fect that had taken place from, say, 1940 to 1960,
Lawrence and Festinger (1962) said, "The major shifts
in these accounts over the years has been from an ern
phasis on intertrial sources of stimulation, as in the
Sheffield account, to a reliance on intratrial factors such
as frustration responses and competing behaviors"
(p. 29). I shall consider the issue of intertrial versus intra
trial theories later, after a variety of relevant data have
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been reported. In this connection, one may view the se
quential view, as I have so far, as a specific theoretical
position in competition with other specific theoretical po
sitions. Later I shall view the sequential view as a repre
sentative of an intertrial approach to leaming, one in com
petition with the far more numerous and conventional
intratrial approaches. Intratrial approaches limit analysis
to events occurring within a trial (see, e.g., Amsel, 1962,
1992; Lawrence & Festinger, 1962). In any case, to the
writer at least, single alternation pattern learning seemed
to indicate that intertrial sources of stimulation were im
portant at least under some conditions. But what condi
tions? It should be noted that Amsel (1992) and Daly
(1991), in applying frustration theory to a variety of de
velopmental data, have postulated an intertrial mechanism
to explain single alternation pattern learning in infant rats.
Thus, the frustration view employs, in addition to its intra
trial mechanisms, some version of an intertrial theory,
albeit a vastly simplified form relative to the sequential
approach. As will become clear later in this paper, the
sequential model has come to accept certain assumptions
of frustration theory.

Representations of Reward Events at Long ITIs
Do interoceptive stimuli associated with rewarded and

nonrewarded trials really fade rapidly as Hull and
Sheffield suggested?Currently available evidence strongly
indicates that such stimuli may be functional (or nonfunc
tional) at any ITI, long or short. Capaldi and Stanley
(1963) reported that rats given a single alternation sched
ule at a 20-min ITI manifested pattern running that com
pared favorably to that of rats trained at various shorter
ITIs. Capaldi and Spivey (1964), in a previously men
tioned investigation, subsequently reported single alter
nation pattern running at a 24-h ITI. Some failed to repli
cate our findings obtained at long ITIs (e.g., Gonzalez
& Bitterman, 1969). Some years later, single alternation
pattern leaming (and other sequentialeffects) was obtained
by Mellgren and coworkers in the Oklahoma laboratory
at a 24-h ITI, and the reason for the discrepancy in prior
results was isolated (lobe, Mellgren, Feinberg, Littlejohn,
& Rigby, 1977; see also lobe & Mellgren, 1974). In brief,
the better the conditions for memory retrieval (see below),
the better the single alternation pattern running, and the
better could other sequentialeffects be obtained. By about
1963, the sequential view was sirnilar in some respects
to the Hull-Sheffieldhypothesis. One major difference was
this: I rejected the idea that in order to explain varied re
ward effects two types of theory had to be employed-an
intertrial model for short ITIs, and an intratrial model for
long ITIs (see, e.g., Amsel, 1967). Given the single al
ternation pattern learning findings at long ITIs, we rea
soned that an intertrial model could be applied to long
as well as short ITIs.

Memory Retrieval
In addition to being functional at long retention inter

vals, do the interoceptive stimuli produced by reward
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events have other memory-like characteristics? That they
do was demonstrated in aseries of studies employing inter
trial reinforcement. In the first of these investigations,
Capaldi, Hart, and Stanley (1963) provided rats with two
sorts of trials-conventional runway trials and direct
placement into a baited goalbox. These placements were
caIled intertrial reinforcements. They found that if the
intertrial reinforcements were administered in the ITI sep
arating nonrewarded trials from rewarded trials, extinc
tion was rapid relative to a variety of controls. Why do
intertrial reinforcements given in the ITI between non
rewarded and rewarded trials reduce resistance to extinc
tion? We reasoned as foIlows. It may be assumed that on
the nonrewarded trial, the memory of nonreward, SN, was
stored. On subsequent intertrial reinforcement trials, two
noteworthy events would occur: (1) SNwould be retrieved
but would not become a signal far responding, since no
response occurred; and (2) the memory of reward, SR,
would be stored, On the rewarded trial following the inter
trial reinforcement trial, SR, the last stored memory,
would be retrieved. Thus, according to our reasoning,
when intertrial reinforcement was given in the ITI sepa
rating nonrewarded from rewarded trials, it prevented SN
from being conditioned to the instrumental reaction, con
verting a schedule of partial reward into a (functional)
schedule of consistent reward. Thus, extinction could be
rapid foIlowing partial reward.

Quite notable arnong our intertrial reinforcement find
ings were those reported by Capaldi and Spivey (1963).
They reported that if the intertrial reinforcements occurred
in a goalbox ofa different brightness than that of the run
way goalbox, substantial resistance to extinction was ob
tained; that is, intertrial reinforcement failed to reduce
the partial reinforcement extinction effect. This finding
can be interpreted to mean that SNstored in a given con
text (e.g., black runway goalbox) would not be strongly
retrieved in a different context (e.g., white intertrial rein
forcement goalbox) but would be retrieved when the origi
nal context, the black runway goalbox, was presented.
Thus when the runway and intertrial reinforcement goal
boxes differed, it was assumed that SN was nevertheless
conditioned to the instrumental reaction, thereby increas
ing resistance to extinction. This interpretation was sup
ported by findings indicating that various sequential phe
nomena such as single alternation pattern running at a 24-h
ITI were more easily obtained when runway and goalbox
were similar rather than different (lobe & Mellgren, 1974;
lobe et al., 1977). When Gonzalez and Bitterman (1969)
failed to obtain single alternation pattern running at long
ITIs, the startbox and goalbox differed.

Other conditions under which intertrial reinforcements
were or were not effective in reducing resistance to ex
tinction were reported, generating in several instances
controversies eventually resolved in accordance with se
quential principles (see, e.g., Black & Spence, 1965;
Capaldi, Miller, Alptekin, Barry, & Haggbloom, 1991;
Capaldi & Olivier, 1967; Capaldi & Wilson, 1968; Rudy,
Hornzie, Cox, Graeber, & Carter, 1970; Spence, Platt,
& Matsumoto, 1965).

Following Capaldi and Spivey's (1963) finding that the
memories SR and SN, once stored, would tend to be
retrieved to the extent that the storage and retrieval con
texts were similar, we asked, are rats aware ofhow much
time has elapsed between trials? And, if they are thus
aware, does this temporal representation function as a
retrieval cue? That is, we hypothesized that the time elaps
ing between trials is a stimulus utilized by rats. As an ex
ample, assurne that aseries of trials occurs at a 30-sec
ITI and that on the last trial of this series, a nonrewarded
trial, SN, is stored. If, in the same apparatus, the next
trial of another series, the retention interval, should oc
cur 30 sec later, we could be sure on the basis of then
available data that SNwould be retrieved. But would SN
be retrieved if the next trial occurred, for exarnple, 20 min
later? We thought that SNwould not be retrieved so weIl
under those conditions-not because the retention inter
val was 20 min, but because the retention interval of
20 min differed from the storage interval of 30 sec. Thus
we also thought that SN would be poorly retrieved if the
opposite conditions prevailed-that is, if the storage in
terval was, for example, 20 min, with the retention in
terval being 30 sec. Our hypothesis, then, was that a mem
ory stored at a given ITI could be strongly retrieved at
that ITI, but would be poorly retrieved at some other ITI,
either longer or shorter.

Our hypothesis concerning the role of ITI in memory
retrieval was confirmed initially when we employed the
successive acquisition and extinction of responses, and
subsequently by a variety of other phenomena. Consider,
first, how the sequential view would be applied to the
successive acquisition and extinction of reactions. In that
situation, acquisition and extinction sessions alternate. Ac
cording to the sequential hypothesis, in the initial acqui
sition session under consistent reinforcement, the mem
ory of reward, SR, becomes a signal for reward and forms
an excitatory association with the instrumental reaction.
In extinction, the memory of nonreward, SN, becomes
a signal for nonreward and forms an inhibitory associa
tion with the instrumental reaction. Extinction does little
to reduce the capacity of SR to signal reward and elicit
responding; thus acquisition rate should increase over ses
sions, as has been found in such studies. Moreover, re
acquisition does little either to decrease the capacity of
SNto signal nonreward, or to inhibit responding, and so
extinction rate should increase over sessions. Now, if for
some reason in a successive acquisition and extinction
study a rewarded response occurred in the presence of
SN, this would increase the capacity of SN to signal re
ward and thus to elicit the instrumental response. This
would not allow the extinction rate to increase over ses
sions, or would at least slow the rate of increase. This
could occur in one way if nonrewarded memories as
sociated with extinction sessions were retrieved on reac
quisition sessions. I will consider this below.

In the successive acquisition and extinction situation,
extinction rates were said to vary with ITI, a hypothesis
consistent with then available data; this circumstance was
considered favorable for competing response theory (see,



e.g., Lauer & Estes, 1955). For example, under massed
trial conditions, extinction rate was found to increase over
sessions (Bullock & Smith, 1953; Perkins & Cacioppo,
1950), whereas under spaced trial conditions, extinction
rates did not increase over sessions and could decrease
(Lauer & Carterette, 1957; Lauer & Estes, 1955).
Capaldi, Leonard, and Ksir (1968) showed that ITIper se
was not the critical factor, and that either rate of extinc
tion could be obtained, depending on whether the ITIsep
arating the extinction session from the reacquisition ses
sion was the same as or different from the ITI separating
other trials in extinction and reacquisition. They reported
that if the two ITIs were the same, the extinction rate
would not increase over sessions, but that if the two ITIs
were different, the extinction rate would increase over
sessions. It so happened that in the previous spaced trial
studies, the two ITIs were similar, whereas in the pre
vious massed trial studies, the two ITIs tended to differ.
For example, in the so-called massed trial studies, the ex
tinction trials would be massed and the reacquisition ses
sion would occur 24 h later. Under these conditions, SN
stored at a short ITI would not be retrieved weIl at the
long ITI, so it would not acquire a substantial capacity
to elicit responding; thus, extinction rate would tend to
increase over sessions. In the previous spaced trial studies,
the extinction ITI and the reacquisition ITI tended to be
alike, which would allow SNto acquire control over re
sponding, thereby producing a decreased rate of extinc
tion over sessions. Perhaps the most surprising result re
ported by Capaldi et al. (1968), given the then prevailing
view that memory retrieval is impaired by the passage
oftime, was that SNstored at a long ITI was more strongly
retrieved at a long ITI than at a short ITI. To my knowl
edge, no other hypothesis has attempted to explain the full
range of successive acquisition and extinction fmdings that
have been reported (see also Leonard & Capaldi, 1971).
The idea that time between trials may function as a
retrieval cue has been confirmed subsequently in a vari
ety of preparations: pattern running under various reward
schedules, partial reinforcement extinction, and a conven
tional discrimination task (see, e.g., Capaldi et al., 1990;
Capaldi, Nawrocki, Miller, & Verry, 1986b).

The reacquisition of extinguished responses has recently
come under examination in the Pavlovian situation, with
results similar to those obtained in the instrumental situ
ation when extinction and reacquisition ITIs differ (see,
e.g., Bouton, 1991). Interestingly, Bouton (1991) has sug
gested that the reacquisition effect, as weIl as some other
Pavlovian effects, may involve stimuli associated with the
unconditioned stimulus or US (see also Bouton, 1993;
Bouton, Rosengard, Achenbach, Peck, & Brooks, 1993).
According to Bouton et al., "USs themselves have stim
ulus properties that may gain control over conditioned
responding" (p. 90). Of course, US events in the Pav
lovian situation correspond to reward events in the instru
mental situation. Possibly, then, successiveacquisition and
extinction effects, and perhaps other phenomena, are due
to similar mechanisms of stimulus control in Pavlovian
and instrumental tasks.
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Memory for Multiple Reward Events
Single alternation pattern running, among other find

ings, demonstrated that rats are capable of remembering
the prior reward outcome. Are rats capable of remem
bering two or more prior reward outcomes? Rats are, in
fact, able to do this. Let us refer to the number of non
rewarded trials that precede a rewarded trial as N-length.
For example, if one nonrewarded trial precedes a re
warded trial (NR), Nvlength is one. If two nonrewarded
trials in succession precede a rewarded trial (NNR), N
length is two, and so on. Ina single alternation schedule,
Nvlength is one. In a 50% irregular schedule, Nvlengths
of one, two, and three rnight occur (see, e.g., Tyler et al.,
1953). I entertained the assumption that rats are capable
of remembering, within limits, how many nonrewarded
trials precede a rewarded trial-one (SNl), two (SN2),
three (SN3), and so on-with the memory associated with
a particular Nvlength becoming a signal for reward
(Capaldi, 1964). Extinction consists of long N-Iengths.
It is intuitively clear that, other things being equal, a stim
ulus occurring late in extinction-say, SNl5-would
receive greater generalized excitatory capacity to elicit
responding from the more similar SN3 than from the less
similar SNl. Note that the N-Iengthassumption can be used
to explain cases in which the percentage of reward is held
constant, with the sequence of nonrewarded and rewarded
trials being varied (e.g., single alternation vs. 50 % ir
regular reward), and also cases in which the percentage
of reward varies. This is because, generally speaking,
lower percentages of reward involve longer Nelengths,
which rnay occur more frequently, unless, of course, steps
are taken to prevent this, something we have done in some
investigations. Inany event, Bacon (1962) varied the per
centage of reward (30%,50%, 70%, and 100%) and num
ber of acquisition trials (10, 30, 100, and 3(0), obtaining
extinction findings totally in agreement with an Nvlength
analysis; that is, resistance to extinction increased with
lower percentages of reward and increased training.

When one is evaluating Nvlength, matters become com
plicated, unfortunately, because the effects of training
level cannot be ignored. For example, when the number
of acquisition trials is equated under a single alternation
schedule, SNl may occur more frequently than SNl, SN2,
and SN3 put together in a 50% irregular schedule. Con
sider the effects of this. Under conditions of limited ac
quisition training, the excitatory capacity acquired by SN!
under the single alternation schedule will be much greater
than that acquired by each of the memories SNl, SN2, and
SN3 under the irregular schedule. Thus, following lim
ited acquisition training, extinction stimuli such as SNl5
might receive more generalized excitatory capacity from
SNI (single alternation schedule) than from SNI,SN2, and
SN3 together (50% irregular schedule). This would not
be true following considerable acquisition training, since
under both single alternation and irregular schedules SNI,
SN2, and SN3 would approach the asymptote of excitatory
strength. Consistent with this analysis is that, following
limited acquisition training, the single alternation sched
ule produces greater resistance to extinction than the ir-
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regular schedule does, with the opposite being the case
following more substantial acquisition training (see, e.g.,
Capaldi, 1958, 1964, 1967; Capaldi & Hart, 1962). To
mention some other extinction findings consistent with the
N-length analysis: higher percentages of reward sched
ules that contain longer N-lengths than do lower percent
ages of reward schedules have produced the greater
resistance to extinction; and the later in aseries of non
rewarded trials that intertrial reinforcement is given, the
faster extinction is (Capaldi, 1966; Capaldi & Stanley,
1965; Capaldi & Wilson, 1968). As N-length increases,
resistance to extinction increases even at long ITIs (e.g.,
30 min; lobe & Mellgren , 1974). In more recent times,
the ability of rats to remember multiple reward events has
been demonstrated not only by extinction data, but by ac
quisition data from serial leaning and counting tasks.
These recent studies have shown that rats can remember
multiple rewarded events, mixtures of rewarded and non
rewarded events, and multiple nonrewarded events (see,
e.g., Yazawa & Fujita, 1984). The seriallearning and
counting studies will be mentioned in greater detaillater.

Other Varied Reward Effects
There are a great number and variety of varied reward

situations. To attempt to deal with this vast and diverse
literature in depth would require much space and would
not particularly serve to elucidate sequential principles fur
ther. In this section, only a few varied reward situations
will be considered, and the emphasis will be on experi
ments in which the sequence of reward has been varied
and which also have contributed in some way to a better
understanding of the sequential approach. In this way, it
should become possible in a reasonable space to introduce
sequential principles that are applicable to a wide range
of varied reward effects.

In one type of varied reward situation, the magnitude
of reward is varied. Explaining the effects of magnitude
of reward on learning and performance is a critical prob
lem for any theory. To do this, the sequential model ap
peals to strength theory (see, e.g., Capaldi, 1967). It is
a strength theory embedded in a memory framework,
however, unlike the strength theories ofHull (1943) and
Rescorla and Wagner (1972). It is assumed that as the
magnitude of reward increases, the associative strength
grows to higher asymptotes. Thus, if a nonrewarded trial
is followed by large reward, an NL transition, SNI gains
a greater capacity to elicit responding than if a non
rewarded trial is followed by small reward, an NS tran
sition. Accordingly, NL transitions should supply greater
amounts of generalized associative strength than NS tran
sitions to memories of nonreward occurring in extinction
and so should produce the greater resistance to extinc
tion. This is precisely what has been found under both
massed and spaced trial conditions (Capaldi & Capaldi,
1970; Capaldi & Lynch, 1968; Leonard, 1969). Sequen
tial findings such as these, as a rule, can be generalized
to investigations that are not explicitly sequential. For ex
ample, Wagner (1961), employing an irregular schedule

of partial reward, reported that resistance to extinction
was greater for large than for small reward. This finding
can be explained in terms of frustration theory (see, e.g.,
Wagner, 1961). Of course, it can also be explained in se
quential terms. However, frustration theory seems unable
to explain why with overall magnitude of reward equated,
NL transitions produce greater resistance to extinction
than NS transitions (see e.g., Capaldi & Capaldi, 1970;
Leonard, 1969). Overall magnitude ofreward was equated
as folIows: a group given the repeating sequence ofthree
trials, SNL, was more resistant to extinction than a group
given the three-trial sequence, LNS. Moreover, LNL pro
duced greater resistance to extinction than did SNS, as
in Wagner's investigation.

In partial delay of reward, some trials terminate in
delayed reward and some trials terminate in immediate
reward. In partial punishment situations, some trials ter
minate in a noxious stimulus-say, shock-and others in
reward only. In varied magnitude of reward situations,
some trials terrninate in small reward, others in large re
ward. In each of these cases, resistance to extinction is
affected by sequence of reward. That is, resistance to ex
tinction is greater if transitions from worse reward
(delayed reward, small reward, and shock) to better re
ward occur than if such transitions do not occur. The rea
son for this in sequential terms is by now perhaps obvi
ous. It may be that each of the events (delayed reward,
small reward, and shock) produce distinctive memories
that are more sirnilar to memories of nonreward than are
memories ofimmediate reward or larger reward (see es
pecially Capaldi, 1967; Capaldi & Levy, 1972). The con
sequences of this are by now familiar.

I will briefly consider negative contrast effects. A group
shifted to aseries of small reward trials following a se
ries of large reward trials may perform poorly, more
poorly than a small reward control group-a successive
negative contrast effect. The negative contrast effect has
occurred after training with a large magnitude of partial
reward, but not if the schedule of partial reward contains
NL transitions (Capaldi & Ziff, 1969). The sequential ex
planation for this is by now perhaps obvious. Condition
ing of the memory of nonreward to the instrumental re
sponse will generalize to the memory of small reward.
Of course, there are scores of contrast studies in which
sequential variables have not been manipulated. The same
is true, but less so, for partial delay, partial punishment,
and varied magnitude of reward.

On the basis of the examples provided in this section,
the approach of the sequential model to a variety of varied
reward effects can be given in a few words. The sequen
tial model asks: What reward-produced memory is con
ditioned to the instrumental response at what strength in
acquisition and how similar is that memory to memories
occurring in test?

Discrimination Learning and Sequential Theory
In a discrimination task, better reward outcomes, a

higher percentage of reward, a larger reward magnitude,



and so forth, are associated with one stimulus, the S+
cue, than are associated with some other stimulus, the S
cue. Of course, a single alternation schedule, normally
classified as a schedule of partial reinforcement, is a va
riety of discrimination learning, with SNbeing the S+ cue
and SR being the S- cue. Extinction also involves dis
crimination learning according to the sequential view. As
an example, consider extinction following consistent rein
forcement. According to the sequential view, SR would
be the S+ cue in acquisition, with SN being the S- cue
in extinction.

In speaking of discrimination learning here, however,
I refer to what is conventionally considered to be discrim
ination learning-the case in which some better reward
outcome is associated with one exteroceptive cue (e.g.,
black) than with another exteroceptive cue (e.g., white).
In the explicit discrimination learning case, the bulk of
the sequential work has occurred in connection with
brightness differential conditioning, the case in which a
better reward outcome is associated with a response in,
say, a black runway than in a white runway. Running
speed is the dependent variable in that situation. Dis
criminative responding consists of faster running in S+
than in S-. Some sequential work has been carried out
in the choice situation, particularly the T maze (see, e.g.,
Capaldi, Alptekin, Miller, & Barry, 1992). Unless other
wise specified, however, I will be referring to brightness
differential conditioning.

According to a variety of theories, the explanation of
discrimination learning involves, as an indispensable first
step, the identification of the stimuli that are controlling
behavior. Such identification was a primary concern of
early attention theories (see, e.g., Sutherland & Mackin
tosh, 1971), just as it was in the controversy between con
tinuity theory (e.g., Spence, 1936, 1937) and noncon
tinuity theory (e.g., Lashley, 1942). According to a
variety of theories, including the three identified above,
discriminative responding can beunderstood completely on
the basis of the control exercised by the exteroceptive S+
and S- cues differentia1ly reinforced by the experimenter,
a view still commonly suggested (see, e.g., Williams,
1989). The view does not seem tenable: a substantial body
of research reveals, for example, that the functional stim
ulus in discrimination situations consists of a compound
of the S+ and S- cues on the one hand, and the retrospec
tive memories SR and SN on the other (see, e.g., Hagg
bloom & Capaldi, 1992). In short, in discrimination learn
ing, as in varied reward situations, the behavioral control
exercised by the retrospective memories of reward and
nonreward must be taken into account. This should hardly
be surprising; as indicated, the line between varied re
ward situations and explicit discrimination learning situ
ations is arbitrary.

In discrimination tasks, on transitions from one trial to
the next within an alternative, either within S+ or within
S-, memories of prior events are retrieved, as far as is
currently known, in the same manner as they are in run
ways. Thus on a transition from, say, a rewarded trial
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in S+ to another trial in S+, the operative stimulus com
pound would be SR, S+ and on a transition from a non
rewarded trial in S- to a trial in S-, the operative stimu
lus compound would be SN, S-. On trial transitions
between alternatives from S- to S+ and from S+ to S-,
the retrieval situation is a bit more complicated, as we
shall see. For now it is enough to indicate that on a tran
sition from a nonrewarded trial in S- to a subsequent trial
in S+ the operative stimulus compound may be SN, S+.
And on a transition from a rewarded trial in S+ to a sub
sequent trial in S-, the operative stimulus compound may
be SR, S-.

Behavior is a result of the capacity of each of the cues
in the compound to elicit responding. For example, iflate
in training the animal is responding in the presence of a
highly inhibitory S- cue but a highly excitatory SNcue,
responding in S- would be reasonably strong if not
vigorous. Three comments are relevant here. First, the
behavioral control acquired by SR and SN will depend to
a considerable extent on the sequence of S+ and S- trials.
Second, many of the major effects obtained in discrimi
nation learning situations depend on the excitatory capac
ity acquired by SN, which of course acquires excitatory
capacity by occurring on rewarded trials. Third, it is help
ful to consider the early and late trials of discrimination
learning separately, because retrieval of retrospective
memories appears to be affected by training level, a mat
ter considered later. Our concern in what follows is with
the following phenomena: paradoxical discrimination
learning, discrimination learning, resistance to extinction
either in S+ or in S- or both following discrimination
training, and reversal learning.

Paradoxical discrimination consists of faster respond
ing in S- than in S+ in the early trials of discrimination
learning. Consider first the initial trials ofbrightness dif
ferential conditioning. In these trials, the stimuli SR, SN,
S+, and S- have no explicit reinforcement history .
Usually one brightness cue is S+ for half the animals,
with the other brightness cue being S+ for the other half.
Thus the exteroceptive cues are not a differential factor
controlling performance in the early trials, but SRand SN
are a different story. Many runway studies have reported
that in the early trials of partial reinforcement, rats run
faster following rewarded trials (i.e., in the presence of
SR) than following nonrewarded trials (i.e., in the pres
ence of SN; see, e.g., Capaldi, Wynn, & Turner, 1962;
McCain, Lee, & Powell, 1962). Now consider a rat in
the early trials ofbrightness differential conditioning run
ning in the presence of the stimulus compounds SR, S
and SN, S+. For some number oftrials, the animal might
manifest paradoxical discrimination, running faster in S
than in S+. Capaldi, Berg, and Morris (1975) varied the
sequence of S+ and S- trials, showing that paradoxical
discrimination was due to rats' running faster when the
stimulus compound was SR, S- as opposed to SN, S+.

As for extinction, Capaldi et al. (1975) employed two
groups, one of which received transitions from non
rewarded trials in S- to rewarded trials in S+ (Group
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S-S+) and one ofwhich did not (Group S+S-). In Group
S-S+, SN may be retrieved on a rewarded trial (in S+),
become a signal for reward, and so invigorate respond
ing. This would not be the case for Group S+S-. Con
sistent with this analysis, subsequently when the two
groups were extinguished in S+ and in S-, S+ and S
trials being intermixed in extinction, Group S-S+ showed
greater resistance to extinction than did Group S+S-.

Haggbloom (1980b, 1980c), employing brightness dif
ferential conditioning, has examined the effects of NR
transitions from S- to S+ in considerable detail. He has
shown that such transitions retard not only extinction, but
discriminative responding as weIl, by elevating S
speeds. The latter effect has been named resistance to dis
erimination. In addition, Haggbloom has shown that the
larger the reward magnitude contained in the NR transi
tion from S- to S+, the greater the resistance to both ex
tinction and discrimination. Recall that in partial reinforce
ment, NL transitions produce greater resistance to
extinction than NS transitions do.

In other investigations, partial reward has occurred in
S+, nonreward in S-. In those investigations, groups that
have received NR transitions within S+ have shown
greater resistance to extinction and to discrimination and
poorer reversallearning than groups that have not received
such transitions (Haggbloom, 1980a, 1982).

There is a major difference between NR transitions that
occur in S+ and those that occur from S- to S+. Those
that occur within the same alternative are effective in the
sense that SN stored on one trial is retrieved on the next
trial, both early in training and late in training (e.g., Hagg
bloom, 1980a, 1982): However, those that occur from
S- to S+ appear to be effective in the sense described
above only in the early trials of discrimination training
(see especially Haggbloom, 1980a; Capaldi et al., 1991).
In short, it appears that in the early trials of discrimina
tion training, a memory stored in a given alternative will
be retrieved on a subsequent trial in the other alternative.
However, the tendency to retrieve in one alternative a
memory stored in some other alternative declines as train
ing progresses (see, e.g., Capaldi et al. , 1991; Hagg
bloom, 1980a). In one sense this finding is not new. For
example, it was demonstrated early on that as training
progressed, a rewarded goalbox placement (or intertrial
reinforcement) given in the transition between non
rewarded and rewarded trials lost its capacity to reduce
resistance to extinction (see Capaldi & Olivier, 1967).
Presumably, as training progresses and as rats are better
able to discriminate between, for example, the black and
white alternatives (or an intertrial reinforcement trial and
a runway trial), the tendency to retrieve memories in a
situation other than the specific one in which they were
stored declines. As we have seen, too, this is true when
the runway and goalbox differ (e.g., lobe & Mellgren,
1974; lobe et al., 1977) and when the storage ITI and the
retrieval ITI differ (e.g., Capaldi et al. , 1992; Capaldi
et al., 1968; Capaldi et al. , 1986b). Later in this paper,
I shall speculate upon what memories are retrieved late

in training in transitions from S- to S+ and from S+
to S-.

Perhaps it should be mentioned that the sequential model
was applied recently to what may be called an unortho
dox form of discrimination learning-foraging in a radial
maze (Roberts, 1991). Roberts baited different patches
according to different reward sequences and found that
rats were sensitive to these sequences and discriminated
between patch locations on a sequential basis. Roberts was
concerned with an interface between optimal foraging the
ory and psychological theory.

MORE RECENT SEQUENTIAL DEVELOPMENTS:
RESPONSE INTEGRATION

AND EXPECTANCY

One of the oldest and best known issues in animallearn
ing theory is concerned with how the response is to be
described, in terms of muscle movements or in terms of
the effects on the environment such as getting the bar
depressed (see, e.g., Lashley & Ball, 1929; Muenzinger,
1928; Skinner, 1938; Tolman, 1932). It appears that both
levels of description are useful for understanding learn
ing and performance (see, e.g., Adams, 1984; Restle,
1957). Varied reward data are particularly relevant to two
other issues concerning the response. One ofthese issues,
which we will deal with in the section on new develop
ments, concerns what sorts of associations are formed in
instrumental learning (see, e.g., Colwill & Rescorla,
1986). The third issue, which I will deal with in this sec
tion, concerns how and under what conditions elemen
tary responses are organized into larger behavior patterns,
which themselves function as units, forming the basis for
still larger patterns of behavior (e.g., Capaldi, 1992).

One of the earliest and best answers to this issue was
proposed by Skinner (1938). Skinner was concerned with
how to conceptualize the response under a fixed ratio
schedule of reinforcement. Under a fixed ratio schedule,
a fixed number of barpresses-say, lO-must be com
pleted in order to obtain a reinforcer. Skinner was con
cerned with how the response under the fixed ratio sched
ule rnight best be described-in terms of each individual
press or in terms of the number of presses required to
produce a reinforcer? Skinner opted for the latter ap
proach, and considerable evidence indicates that the in
dividual barpresses or pecks required to complete a fixed
ratio come, with training, to function as a unit or chunk
(see Capaldi, 1992, for a review of some of this litera
ture). Interestingly, a number of early theorists (see
Capaldi, 1992) have likened completing a fixed ratio to
a trip down a runway. Let us accept the analogy as valid,
assuming that the various behaviors involved in a run
way "response," from orienting to the start door, to leav
ing the start box when the start door opens, to racing to
the goalbox, to stopping over the goalcup and finally eat
ing are fused, with training, into a new functional unit
or chunk, which has its own properties. A major factor
promoting how items are chunked is how the items are



grouped. Grouping cues may be supplied by the experi
menter, or they may be imposed on material by the learner
(see, e.g., Crowder, 1976). An example of powerful
grouping cues is the presentation of items either at the
same spatiallocation or rhythmically (see, e.g., Bower,
1981). Many other types of stimuli have been employed
as grouping cues (see Capaldi, 1992).

Capaldi (1992) referred to either the completion of a
fixed ratio or a trip down the runway as a trial chunk.
Is the trial chunk the highest level of organization of which
rats are capable? According to Capaldi (1992), it is not.
First, trial chunks may be combined into a higher unit
of analysis called aseries chunk. Aseries chunk is formed
from two or more trial chunks. Series chunks may be or
ganized in turn into list chunks. A list chunk is formed
from two or more series chunks. Theorists, in speaking
of responses, seldom explicitly indicate what level of or
ganization they have in mind. For example, a variety of
contemporary theorists have suggested that the primary
association formed in instrumental learning is made be
tween the response and the reward outcome, but none has
explicitly indicated what is meant by "a response" (see,
e.g., Colwill & Rescorla, 1986; Mackintosh & Dickin
son, 1979). The problem with this lack of precision, as
I see it, is this: It fails to recognize that determining how
the events of a particular learning situation are organized
into responses is indispensable to understanding learning
and performance. As one example, consider how differ
ent expectancy theories, one emphasizing trial chunks
(e.g., Amsel, 1958; Spence, 1960), and the other, series
chunks (e.g., Capaldi, 1992), would react to a fixed
repeating series of, say, four nonreinforced runway trials
followed by a reinforced trial, an NNNNR series. Em
ploying the trial chunk as the unit of analysis, the the
orist would see expectancy of reward declining (extin
guishing) progressively over the four nonrewarded trials,
increasing on the rewarded trials. Thus, from the perspec
tive of a trial chunk analysis, when a subsequent NNNNR
series was presented, expectancy would be greatest on the
first nonrewarded trial of the series. Employing the se
ries chunk as the unit of analysis means that the NNNNR
series of trials would be seen as a unit or chunk, an as
sumption I will justify in due course. Employing the se
ries chunk as the unit of analysis, one would see expec
tancy of reward as low on the first nonrewarded trial of
the series, increasing progressively over each successive
nonrewarded trial, until by the rewarded trial, expectancy
of reward would be very high. Following the rewarded
trial, expectancy of reward would be low, in anticipation
of the initial nonrewarded trial of the subsequent series.
As may be seen, as concerns expectancy of reward, and
thus vigor of responding, the emphasis on trial chunks
leads to predictions diametrically opposed to those which
follow from an emphasis on series chunks.

Series Chunks
Capaldi and Verry (1981) reported five pattern learn

ing investigations which, taken collectively, indicate that
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rats have a far greater capacity than has ordinarily been
realized to organize aseries of discrete trials into a new
functional unit or chunk, aseries chunk. To better com
municate the implications of the results of the Capaldi and
Verry investigation and subsequent investigations from
our and other laboratories, consider the following anal
ogy. A person must employ several means of transporta
tion in order to reach a destination in some remote area
of the world. The list might go like this: take a car to the
airport; take the plane; on landing, rent a car; drive to
the boat dock and rent aboat; upon arrival up river, take
a mule to the final destination. At any point in this se
ries, the person is able to say which events have already
occurred, if any; which events remain to occur, if any;
and the specific order in which prior events have occurred
and the order in which subsequent events are to occur.
Moreover, this entire series of events can be used as a
discriminative cue for another entire series of events. As
an example of one series cuing another, the events of the
two series might be recalled like this: and after lieft Zam
bia, reaching my final destination by boat, by the way,
I went to the Pyrenees, which involved, among other
things, a bit of mountain climbing.

In Experiment 5 ofCapaldi and Verry (1981), rats were
given two slightly different five-trial series of rewarded
and nonrewarded trials. The two series occurred in ir
regular order. Items of aseries were separated by about
30 sec, series by about 15-20 min. The items of the se
ries were either a 20-pellet .045-g reward (rewarded) or
a O-pellet reward (nonrewarded). One of the five trial se
ries consisted of a rewarded trial followed by four non
rewarded trials, RNNNN; the other consisted offour non
rewarded trials followed by a rewarded trial, NNNNR.
The behavior of the rats under each of the two series is
shown in Figure 1. Figure 1 shows running speed on each
of the five trials of each series in blocks of 3 days. On
the first few blocks, the rats ran pretty much the same
in both series. One should realize that the rat had no way
of determining whether Trial 1 was to terminate in re
ward or in nonreward, since the series were presented
irregularly. Thus, the rats ran rapidlyon Trial 1 in both
series. However, given the Trial 1 reward outcome, the
rats were in a position to correctly anticipate every sub
sequent event of each series. This they proceeded to do
in a most revealing manner. First, the rats ran faster on
each of the nonrewarded trials of the series terminating
in reward than on the corresponding nonrewarded trials
ofthe series terminating in nonreward. Moreover, while
speeds on the nonrewarded trials of the series terminat
ing in nonreward stayed slow by the final blocks, in the
series terminating in reward, speeds increased steadily
over Trials 2-5, until by Trial 5, they were very rapid.
It is very difficult to understand the findings presented
in Figure 1 without assuming that the animals both re
membered and anticipated multiple reward outcomes. For
example, consider the assumption that the animal remem
bered, say, only the first nonrewarded event of the
NNNNR series. That assumption cannot possibly explain
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Figure 1. Running speed on each of the trials of the NNNNR series and the RNNNN series in blocks of 3 days.

fast running by Trial 5, because the memory of the first
nonrewarded event also signaled nonreward on eaeh of
the Trials 2, 3, and 4. A variety of other hypotheses have
been shown to be inadequate as an explanation of the find
ings shown in Figure I (see, e.g., Capaldi, 1985). The
findings shown in Figure I strongly indieate that on eaeh
trial of eaeh series the rats (1) correctly remembered eaeh
of the prior reward outeomes, employing that memory
to correctly prediet the eurrent reward outeome, and
(2) correctly anticipated eaeh of the subsequent reward
outeomes. For example, as early as Trial 2 of the
NNNNR series, the animals were antieipating the termi
nal rewarded event as indicated by faster running on
Trial 2 of the series terminating in reward than in the se
ries terminating in nonreward.

The view of anticipation suggested in Figure I is eon
siderably more eomplex than antieipation as it is eonven
tionally understood. Conventional treatments emphasize
antieipation of the reward outeome on the eurrent trial.
However, Figure I shows that the rats were antieipating
not only the reward outeome on the eurrent trial, but re
ward outeomes associated with subsequent trials as weIl,
with responding on eaeh eurrent trial being influeneed
simultaneously by both sorts of antieipation. A theory of
expeetaney or anticipation suggested by these and simi
lar data will be presented later in this paper.

List Chunks
Ifaseries of trials is formed into a new funetional unit,

aseries ehunk, the series may have some of the eharae
teristics of a single unitary event. That is, it seems possi
ble that aseries ehunk might be able to give rise to a rep
resentation that might serve as a stimulus for some other
series ehunk. This was shown to be the ease in aseries
of experiments reported by Capaldi et al. (1990), which
were eomplemented and extended in aseries of interest
ing investigations reported by Haggbloom, Birmingham,
and Seranton (1992). In Experiment 2 of Capaldi et al.
(1990), rats in a runway reeeived two slightly different
series of diserete trials, a rewarded trial followed by a
nonrewarded trial-an RN series-and two rewarded trials
followed by a nonrewarded trial-an RRN series. Trials
of aseries were separated by about a 15-see ITI; series,
by about a 15-min interval. Consider, first, that ifthe rat

was unable to determine whieh of the two series, RN or
RRN, it was about to reeeive, it eould not correctly an
ticipate all rewarded and nonrewarded trials. The major
problem would arise in eonneetion with Trial 2, a non
rewarded trial in one series (run slow) and a rewarded
trial in the other series (run fast). However, ifthe rat had
some way of determining whieh of the two series it was
about to reeeive, it eould respond correctly on every trial
in eaeh series, fast to reward and slow to nonreward. The
rats were provided information about whieh of the two
series was to oeeur and they did indeed antieipate every
trial correctly, running fast and then slow in the RN se
ries and fast, fast, and slow in the RRN series. What was
the source of information? It was the same series, whieh
had occurred 15 min earlier. That is, RN always preceded
RN and RRN always preceded RRN, within a day. In the
absence of this information, control rats were unable to
correctly anticipate all events in both series (see Capaldi,
1992; Capaldi et al., 1990). Notice that in order to predict
the current series correctly, the rat had to remember the
entire prior series given 15 min earlier. The first trial of
the RN and RRN series was the same-reward-and so
could not serve as a discriminative cue for the next se
ries. The last trial of the RN and RRN series was the
same-nonreward-and so it too could not serve as a dis
criminative eue for the next series. We concluded that the
animal remembered each of the series as aseries, em
ploying that series representation as a discriminative cue
for the next series. We call this higher level of organiza
tion, employing aseries of events as a cue for aseries
of events, a list chunk.

As indicated, there were many interesting ways in whieh
Haggbloom et al. (1992) eomplemented and extended the
findings of Capaldi et al. (1990). In Capaldi et al. 's find
ing described above, like series signaled like series (i.e.,
RN signaled RN and RRN signaled RRN). Among other
things reported by Haggbloom et al. was that a given se
ries could serve as a signal for an unlike series. In Ex
periment 2 ofHaggbloom et al. (1992), rats correctly em
ployed areward, nonreward, reward series to signal a
reward, reward, nonreward series or an RRN series (run
fast, fast, slow) and an RNN series to signal an RNR se
ries (run fast, slow, fast). Moreover, whereas Capaldi
et al. employed time as a eue to group the series (e.g.,



RN, 15-min interval, RN), Haggbloom et al. grouped the
series by employing a tactile cue. Capaldi et al. (1990)
and Haggbloom et al. (1992) reported a variety of other
findings relevant to list chunk formation, which the in
terested reader may find in the original sources and in
Capaldi (1992).

It is clear on the basis of the results reported by Capaldi
et al. (1990) and Haggbloom et al. (1992) that rats were
able to determine which of the two series of events was
about to occur prior to receiving the first trial of each se
ries. They were able to do this on the basis of informa
tion extraneous to the series itself. The extraneous infor
mation may be a representation that characterizes either
a prior similar series or a different series of events. Our
view is that as training progresses, events are forged into
increasingly higher order units or chunks. The event oc
curring within a trial becomes a unit, the trial chunk. Sev
eral trial chunks are forged into a unit, the series chunk.
Several series are forged into a unit, the list chunk. The
basis of such chunk formation is memory, a view briefly
mentioned now and outlined in greater detaillater. Within
a trial, the animal is able to remember the succession of
within-trial events leading to reinforcement. Within a se
ries, the animal is able to remember the succession oftrial
outcomes leading to reinforcement. Within a list, the an
imal is able to remember the successionof series outcomes
leading to reinforcement.

Central to our view is that animals remember not only
prior events but the particular order in which those events
occurred. Evidence that animals remember the order of
events was supplied by Capaldi and Verry (1981; see also
Haggbloom et al., 1992, Experiment 3). In Experiment 4
of Capaldi and Verry, rats received two slightly differ
ent series of trial outcomes in a runway-either reward,
nonreward, nonreward (RNN) or nonreward, reward, re
ward (NRR). The series occurred irregularly, and events
of aseries were separated by about 15-30 sec, with se
ries being separated by about 20 min. With training, the
rats came to run fast, slow, slow on Trials 1-3, respec
tively, ofthe RNN series and fast, fast, fast on Trials 1-3,
respectively, ofthe NRR series. Examining the series will
show that in order to respond discriminatively on Trial 3
ofthe series, fast in the NRR series, and slow in the RNN
series, the animal had to remember the order in which
the rewarded and nonrewarded trials occurred-that is,
if RN, run slow, and if NR, run fast. If the animal re
membered merely the prior trial of the series, it could
not have responded correctly on the current trial because,
owing to the use of both series, reward was followed by
both reward and nonreward and nonreward was followed
by both reward and nonreward. Thus, to respond cor
rectly on Trial 3, the animal had to remember two prior
reward events and their order-if RN, then nonreward,
and ifNR, then reward (see also Yazawa & Fujita, 1984).

Counting
There are many reasons for investigatingnumerical abil

ities in animals and, more specifically, as in our labora-
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tory, the ability of rats to enumerate or count successively
presented goal events such as food reward and nonreward.
Among the more obvious reasons is that of determining
to what extent animals and humans may share in the com
plex cognitive capacities involved in counting. For the
learning theorist, an additional, more subtle reason can
be cited. Since representations of reward events regulate
learning and performance, it becomes important to de
termine precisely what attributes or characteristics these
representations might possess. For Hull and Sheffield
(e.g., Sheffield, 1949), reward and nonreward gave rise
to rapidly fading stimulus traces. For Amsel (1958), the
goal-produced representation, seen as the feedback stim
ulus of classically conditioned goal reactions, may have
emotional attributes such as anger or frustration. Wagner
and Brandon (1989) have recently suggested that animals
may besensitive to the sensory attributes of reward events,
hardness, and so forth-a view that is certainly supported
by results obtained in our laboratory, as will become clear.
For our part, as our investigations into the effects of
N-length on acquisition and extinction clearly suggest, we
were and are concerned not only with the sensory and
emotional attributes of reward events, but with abstract
attributes of reward events rats might utilize as well, such
as appreciating their number. As is perhaps clear from
my work on N-length, I had long been ofthe opinion that
rats were able to represent number of nonrewarded events
by some means. I began to suspect more strongly that rats
might be enumerating nonrewarded events when Verry
and I (Capaldi & Verry, 1981) found that they were highly
accurate in correctly anticipating the rewarded trial of the
NNNNR sequence as shown in Figure 1.

While we have investigatedthe capacity of rats to count
successively presented nonrewarded events (Capaldi,
Miller, & Alptekin, 1988),we have focused on rewarded
events for two reasons. Various N-Iength findings already
suggested that by one means or another, the number of
nonrewarded events strongly controlled performance in
acquisition and extinction; we wanted to demonstrate the
same for the number of rewarded events. More impor
tantly, counting can be investigatedmuch more effectively
by employing reward events rather than nonreward
events. For example, counting investigations often require
that two or more qualitatively different events be em
ployed (e.g., count boys and girls), which is far easier
to achieve with rewarded events than with nonrewarded
events. In this connection, we have employed .045-g
Noyes pellets and various cereals as rewarded events. As
many as four qualitatively different rewarded events have
been employed. Let us label these reward events A, B,
C, and D.

According to Gelman and Gallistel (1978), counting in
volves the following. It consists of applying distinctive
tags to events in one-to-one correspondence (in humans,
numbers as 1,2,3, ... ). Tags should be assigned in the
same order over occasions-the stable order principle.
Any event may be assigned any tag, so an order of pre
senting events is irrelevant-the order irrelevance prin-
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ciple. Finally, the tags must be abstract; the basis of tag
assignment must be the number of events and not attri
butes such as size, shape, color, and so on. I have devised
a situation in which rats have discriminated between the
number of rewarded events in a manner consistent with
the principles of counting suggested by Gelman and Gal
listel (1978; see also Gallistel, 1990). In our situation,
rats in a runway demonstrate counting by employing the
number of successively presented rewarded events as a
signal for a nonrewarded event (run slow).

The number of rewarded events may be confounded
with a variety of other events that must be controlled or
eliminated before one can conclude that rats count. To
mention merely a few, as number of successively pre
sented rewarded events in a runway increases, the fol
lowing may increase: effort expended, distance run,
elapsed time from the initial rewarded event to nonreward,
amount eaten, time spent eating, number of responses,
time spent waiting between trials, and still other variables,
I certainly do not mean to suggest that these variables are
ineffective in learning situations. Indeed, I would like to
think that in addition to counting goal events, rats may
also be capable of countingother events such as responses.
Given the number and variety of events that may covary
with the number of successively presented rewarded
events, one might think that isolating the number of re
warded events as the controlling cue in our discrimina
tion learning situation could be very difficult. Actually
it has been relatively easy. The reason for this, in my
view, is as follows. Rats are very adept at employing the
number of rewarded or nonrewarded events as discrimina
tive cues, or, to put it differently, cues associated with
the numbers of rewarded and nonrewarded events are very
salient to rats, much more salient than many other cues.
Thus, the number cues associated with rewarded and non
rewarded events may gain greater control over respond
ing than other cues that may covary with them; that is,
number cues may overshadow a variety of other cues. This
means that it is relatively easy experimentally to detect
the influence of the number cues.

My view that rats are adept at counting (see Capaldi,
1993) contrasts strongly with that ofDavis and Memmott
(1982) and Davis and Perusse (1988) that rats count only
as a last resort when no other alternative solution is avail
able to them. My disagreement with Davis and his co
workers on this score precedes my explicit counting
investigations and was based initially on my N-Iength in
vestigations. Explicit counting investigations have, in my
view, confirmed the hypothesis, based on N-Iength re
sults, that rats are adept at counting. This assumption is
important für the following reason. If rats count only as
a last resort, then counting would clearly not be of much
importance in understanding conventionallearning inves
tigations. The reason is straightforward: in conventional
learning investigations, the number of rewarded and/or
nonrewarded events is almost always confounded with one
or more other variables that could serve as the basis of
solution. Experiments from my laboratory clearly indi-

cate, in my opinion, that the number of rewarded anc
nonrewarded events is a highly salient cue for rats whicl
may be employed even when other means of solution an
available.

The Counting Procedure
Our basic counting procedure, of which there are vari

ations, consists of presenting rats with two series of re
warded and nonrewarded trials in irregular order in a run
way. Trials of aseries are separated by about 30 sec;
series, by 10-30 min. One series might consist oftwo (01
three) successive rewarded trials followed by a non
rewarded trial (i.e., RRN or RRRN). The other series
differs only in that a nonrewarded trial precedes the re
warded trials (i.e., NRRN or NRRRN). Thus, a rat might
be trained under the two series RRN and NRRN or RRRN
and NRRRN. The typical finding from the use of such
series is that, with training, the rats come to run fast on
all trials except the terminal nonrewarded trial of each
series. Sometimes speeds drop slightly over the rewarded
trials, presumably in anticipation of this terminal non
rewarded trial. The procedure ofpresenting the rats with
two slightly different series of trials in and of itself
eliminates a number of alternative interpretations to count
ing rewarded events. Eliminated by the two-series pro
cedure as signals for the terminal nonrewarded events,
for example, are: the number of responses, time spent
running, distance run, effort expended, elapsed time since
Trial 1 of each series, and so on. In some other studies,
after discriminative responding has occurred, we have
varied the ITI between trials of aseries and the time spent
eating in the goalbox. These changes have had no effect
on discriminative responding. Thus, these simple precau
tions have eliminated a number of other alternatives to
counting rewarded events as signals for the terminal non
rewarded events, such as summing eating time, amount
eaten, summing confinement time in the goalbox on re
warded trials, summing ITIs between rewarded trials, and
so on.

The results obtained by employing the basic counting
procedure described above appeared promising, so sub
sequent experiments were run which more firrnly estab
lished that rats were indeed enumerating rewarded events.
In devising these experiments, our strategy was relatively
simple. We asked: Would rats enumerate events more or
less as would people in similar circumstances? Consider,
for example, presenting the following four-item series to
people, using two different reward events, A and B:
BAAN. What is the signal for nonrewarded? It could be
the specific three events BAA. Or it could be the two re
warded events, AA. Or it could be three rewarded events
of any kind, in which case three A events (or three B
events) could be the signal for nonreward. It could be all
of the above.

To determine how a rat might represent the BAAN se
ries, Capaldi and Miller (l988a) provided rats each day
with that series and a single nonrewarded trial (N) in ir
regular order, the BAAN series and the nonrewarded trial



being separated by about 10 min. With training, the rats
came to run fast on all trials except the terminal non
rewarded trial of the BAAN series. We then shifted half
the rats to the series AAN and NAAN, the other half to
the series AAAN and NAAAN. In shift, both groups ran
fast on all trials except the terminal nonrewarded trials,
and they did this after having received only one presen
tation of each series. These results indieate that the rats
leamed that the signal for the terminal nonrewarded trial
was either two A events in succession or any three re
warded events of any kind, such as AAA. Let us con
sider these findings in some detail.

The findings described above are not due to nonspecific
transfer effects. Bums and Gordon (1988) reported that,
as in our experiment, rats trained BAAN and nonrewarded
showed rapid transfer, to either AAN and NAAN or
AAAN and NAAAN. However, Bums and Gordon re
ported that rats trained AAN and nonrewarded transferred
poorly to AAAN and NAAAN, whereas rats trained
AAAN and nonrewarded transferred poorly to AAN and
NAAN. Moreover, the findings described above were
replicated and extended under a variety of additional con
ditions (Capaldi & Miller, 1988a, 1988b). For example,
Capaldi and Miller (1988b) attempted to bias rats against
counting to three under the BAAN series by training them
with the additional series AAN. The hypothesis here was
that by training rats under the AAN series they might em
ploy only the two A events as the signal for the terminal
nonrewarded event in the BAAN series. This was not the
case. On being shifted to the AAAN and NAAAN series,
the rats behaved appropriately almost immediately. And
when subsequently shifted to AAN and NAAN, appropri
ate responding again appeared almost immediately. In
another investigation (Capaldi & Miller, 1988a, Experi
ment 6), rats trained BAAN and AAN showed immedi
ate transfer to the series ABBN and BBN.

The finding that rats trained BAAN and nonrewarded
transfer almost immediately to either AAN and NAAN
or AAAN and NAAAN suggests two more important
points. Note, first, that in original training under the
BAAN sequence, many cues simultaneously signaled non
rewarded, such as distance run; amount eaten; time elaps
ing in the goalbox, in the ITIs, etc.; number of responses;
and others. Any ofthese cues could have been employed
to signal the terminal nonrewarded event overshadowing
number cues associated with successively presented re
warded events. This clearly was not the case. Distance
run; number of responses; time elapsing between ITIs,
in the goalbox, etc.; and many other variables as well
could not be responsible for the transfer findings, because
the values of such variables are different in the AAN and
NAAN series and in the AAAN and NAAAN series.
Moreover, these variables were confoundedwith the num
ber of rewarded events in the originallearning phase under
the BAAN series. Despite such confounding, as the shift
results show, the number of rewarded events neverthe
less acquired control over responding. Thus the view that
number cues associated with rewarded and nonrewarded
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events are highly salient to the rat (and perhaps other an
imals) and will be utilized even when other cues are valid
is confirmed by the shift results for the BAAN series.

Experiment 7 of Capaldi and Miller (1988a) indicates
not only that rats are capable of employing abstract num
ber tags, but that they can apply the tags according to a
complex same-different rule. In the original acquisition
phase ofthat experiment, the signal for the terminal non
rewarded event was two rewarded events of the same
kind. The same was true in transfer, except that novel
reward events were employed. To be specific, in origi
nal acquisition the rats were trained under four different
series-call them BAAN, ABBN, AAN, and BBN. Hav
ing leamed to correctly anticipate the terminal non
rewarded event of all four series, the rats were shifted
to the four series DCCN, CDDN, CCN, and DDN. Ap
propriate responding in transfer appeared immediately.
It may be concluded that the rats leamed the general rule:
run slow after any two reward events of the same kind.

A variety of interesting but less dramatic counting find
ings have been reported. For example, it has been shown
that rats trained simultaneously under the AAN and
NAAN series (count to two) and the BBBN and NBBBN
series (count to three) respond appropriately in all four
series (Capaldi, Miller, & Alptekin, 1989). Bums and
Sanders (1987) reported that rats given, for example,
AAN and NAAN in, say, a white runway (count to two)
and AAAN and NAAAN in, say, a black runway (count
to three) respond appropriately in all four series. The re
sults show that rats can conditionalize their count on the
item being counted, A or B (Capaldi et al., 1989), and
on extemal cues, a white or a black runway (Bums &
Sanders, 1987).

Serial Learning
A frequently employed procedure for investigating

serialleaming in animals is the following. Rats in some
apparatus, frequently a runway, are presented in succes
sion with aseries of different reward rnagnitudes in a fixed
order, the terminal event of the series often being non
reward (see, e.g., Fountain, 1990). In this approach to
seriallearning, whieh I shall call rewardmagnitude serial
leaming; rats may with training come to anticipate the
terminal nonrewarded event correctly. The reward mag
nitude seriallearning literature has recently been reviewed
in detail by Compton (1991). Besides reward magnitude
serialleaming, other types of animal serialleaming in
vestigations have been reported. These have employed as
items stimuli other than reward magnitudes (e.g., geo
metrie forms), and in some cases, items have been pre
sented simultaneously rather than successively (see, e.g.,
D'Amato, 1991; Terrace, 1991; Wright, 1992). While
these studies are interesting and important, our focus here
is on reward magnitude serialleaming.

The original and to some extent the sustaining impetus
to reward magnitude serial leaming is the view that rats
encode the rule structure of aseries (e.g., Hulse &
Dorsky, 1977). The close identification between reward
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magnitude serial learning and rule learning raises two
major issues. One is this: To what extent are findings in
connection with reward magnitude seriallearning consis
tent with the rule learning view, or with other views sub
sequently offered to explain reward magnitude serial
learning, the position-item view (e.g., Roitblat, 1982;
Roitblat, Pologe, & Scopatz, 1983), and the sequential
view (e.g., Capaldi & Molina, 1979)? The second issue
has to do with exploring the implications ofthe view ex
pressed by Hulse (1980) that there are "boundaries be
tween learning situations condueive to reward memories
and S-S or S-R associative learning and those eondueive
to information processing and rule learning" (p. 690).
The first issue, which has been extensively debated in the
literature, will be treated only in broad outline here. The
second issue, which has not been examined previously
at any length, will be eovered in some detail in relation
to the position-item view as weIl as rule learning.

A major implication of the rule learning view is that
the simpler the rule strueture of aseries, the faster it will
be learned. By 14-7-3-1-0, I denote the number of .045-g
food pellets received by rats on each of five successive
trips down a runway. The 14-7-3-1-0 series may be
described as a strongly monotonie series, and therefore
as a relatively simple series eharaeterized by a single rule.
The 14-1-3-7-0 series, a nonmonotonie series, is more
complicated than the 14-7-3-1-0 series, sinee items
deerease as weIl as increase. Consistent with rule learn
ing, the 14-7- 3-1-0 series was learned faster than the
14-1-3-7-0 series (Hulse & Dorsky, 1977). However,
one problem for the rule learning view is that many of
the findings said to support it ean also be explained by
other views. A seeond problem is that many findings in
consistent with rule learning have been reported. Let us
first consider alternative interpretationsof data said to sup
port rule learning.

Aceording to the sequential hypothesis, of course, rats
learn associations between the items of aseries. Accord
ing to the position-item view, as advoeated by Roitblat
(1982) and Roitblat et al. (1983), rats do not learn associ
ations between the items of aseries but rather rats learn
associations between an item and its position in the se
ries. The position-item view, of course, was first sug
gested in eonnection with human seriallearning data (see,
e.g., Crowder, 1976) and has been extensively employed
to explain various other forms of animal seriallearning,
as, for example, when items such as geometrie forms are
presented simultaneously to monkeys or pigeons (see,
e.g., D'Amato, 1991; Terrace, 1991). In any event, the
position-item view ean explain faster traeking of the
O-pellet item in the 14-7-3-1-0 series than in the
14-1-3-7-0 series by assuming that (1) stronger excit
atory tendeneies exist at Position 4 in the nonmonotonie
series (7-pellet reward) than in the monotonie series (1
pellet reward); (2) greater generalization of exeitation
from Positions 4 to 5 oeeurs in the nonmonotonie series
than in the monotonie series, and (3) rats will therefore
run faster on Position 5 in the nonmonotonie series than
in the monotonie series.

The sequential hypothesis, like the position-item view,
ean appeal to stimulus generalization to explain reward
magnitude seriallearning. The immediate signal for 0 pel
lets is the memory of 7 pellets in the nonmonotonie se
ries and I pellet in the monotonie series. The memory
of 3 pellets is most similar to the memory of 7 pellets in
the nonmonotonie series and to the memory of I pellet
in the monotonie series. Thus, any exeitatory capacity ac
quired by the memory of 3 pellets would generalize
strongly to the memories of 7 pellets and 1 pellet. The
memory of 3 pellets aequires more exeitatory capacity to
evoke responding in the 14-1-3-7-0 series, where it oc
eurs on 7-pellet trials, than it does in the 14-7-3-1-0 se
ries, where it oceurs on I-pellet trials. Thus, the mem
ory of 3 pellets suppliesmore generalized capacityto elieit
responding to 7 pellets in the nonmonotonie series than
it supplies to I pellet in the monotonie series. Thus, run
ning should be faster to 0 pellets in the monotonie series
than in the nonmonotonie series.

A variety of other findings said to support rule learn
ing are also amenable to interpretation in terms of sequen
tial associationsbetween item memories. As one example,
two groups of rats, a monotonie group trained 14-7-3-1
and a nonmonotonie group trained 14-3-7-1, were sub
sequently shifted to 14-7-3-1-0 and 14-3-7-1-0, respec
tively (see, e.g., Fountain & Hulse, 1981). The added
O-pellet item was anticipated better (i.e., running was
slower) in the monotonie group than in the nonmonotonie
group, supporting the rule encoding view. However, as
is perhaps clear, item memories ean also explain this find
ing. Briefly, the memory of 1 pellet, whieh is the signal
for 0 pellets in both series, would reeeive more general
ized associative strength from the similar memory of 3
pellets in the nonmonotonie series, where it occurs on
7-pellet trials, than in the monotonie series, where it oc
curs on I-pellet trials. Other examples of how sequential
memories can explain findings which are also eonsistent
with a rule learning view have been provided elsewhere
(see, e.g., Capaldi, 1992).

A variety of findings have been reported whieh are con
sistent with a memory discrimination learning approach
to reward magnitude serial leaming while being ineon
sistent with both rule learning and the position-item view
(see, e.g., Capaldi, Nawrocki, Miller, & Verry, 1985;
Haggbloom, 1985). I eonsider in detail only one exam
pie ofthis. Haggbloom (1985) trained four groups ofrats
under the five-trial series 14-7-3-1-0. After antieipation
of the O-pelletitem appeared, the rats were shifted to one
of four test series: 20-14-7-3-0, a five-trial monotonie
series; 20-7-3-14-0, a five-trial nonmonotonie series;
20-14-7- 3-1-0, a six-trial monotonie series; and 20-7
14-3-1-0, a six-trial nonmonotonie series. The rule learn
ing view prediets that the five- and six-trial monotonie
groups should perform better in transfer than the five- and
six-trial nonmonotoniegroups, respective1y. The position
item view prediets that the five-trial groups should per
form better in transfer than the six-trial groups becausethat
positionwas nonrewarded in originallearning. The sequen
tial view prediets that the two six-trial groups should per-



form better in transfer than the two five-trial groups, be
cause in these groups the memory of 1 pellet signals 0
pellets in transfer as in acquisition. The transfer findings
were consistent with the predictions of the sequential view.

Is reward magnitude seriallearning unique? Procedur
ally, reward magnitude seriallearning is similar to a va
riety of varied reward tasks, such as varied magnitude
of reward, partial reward, and discrimination learning.
Similarity extends beyond procedure; my coworkers and
I have shown, for example, that variables (e.g., NR transi
tions) that have particular effects on performance in var
ious varied reward situations have identical effects in re
ward magnitude serial learning situations (see, e.g.,
Capaldi et al. , 1986b; Capaldi, Verry, Nawrocki, &
Miller, 1984). It would seem reasonable to suggest, there
fore, that any theory which purports to explain reward
magnitude seriallearning should also be required to ex
plain various other varied reward data or vice versa. This,
of course, is the approach adopted by me and my cowor
kers. Essentially we have argued that while reward mag
nitude serial learning data may be interesting, they are
in no sense unique (see especially Capaldi et al. , 1984).

However, it has been explicitly argued by Hulse (1980)
that reward magnitude seriallearning, properly defined,
is a unique form of learning. According to Hulse, reward
magnitude serial learning is to be explained in terms of
rule learning and information processing, whereas other
varied reward phenomena may be explained, as the se
quential view has explained them, in terms of associations
between memories of items and items (S-S associations)
and between memories of items and the instrumental re
sponse (S-R associations). What separates reward mag
nitude seriallearning from conventional varied magnitude
situations according to Hulse? Hulse suggested that ani
mals encode rules under the following conditions: the se
ries consists of three or more different reward magnitudes;
the interval between items of the series is short, 10-15 sec
rather than, say, 5 min; the interval between series pre
sentation is relatively short, say, 15 min, rather than 24 h;
there should be more than one presentation of the series
each day, say, four; and extensive training must be given.
According to Hulse, the conditions outlined above facili
tate comparisons between items of aseries thus enabling
animals to encode rules. For example, according to Hulse,
if aseries contains only two different reward magnitudes,
the rule that these items may describe may be so impov
erished "that they no longer fairly and clearly represent
serial patterns at all" (p. 689).

Early studies from my laboratory which were incon
sistent with the rule learning view (e.g., Capaldi, Blit
zer, & Molina, 1979; Capaldi & Molina, 1979) employed
procedures which Hulse (1980) subsequently suggested
were inappropriate for examining rule learning. Subse
quently, however, the rule learning view was discon
firmed by employing conditions which, according to Hulse
(1980), were favorable to rule encoding (see, e.g.,
Capaldi, Nawrocki, Miller, & Verry, 1986a; Capaldi
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et al. , 1984; Haggbloom, 1985; Haggbloom & Brooks,
1985). For example, it has been shown several times, em
ploying conditions said to be favorable to rule learning
(as well as not), that rats may learn nonmonotonic and
weakly monotonic series more rapidly than strongly
monotonic series (e.g., Capaldi & Molina, 1979; Capaldi
et al. , 1985; Haggbloom, 1985; Haggbloom & Brooks,
1985). These results were shown to be consistent with the
memory-discrimination learning approach suggested by
the sequential view and thus were taken to suggest that
reward magnitude serial learning, even as defined by
Hulse (1980), is not a unique form oflearning and should
be seen as similar to various other varied reward phenom
ena. Below, I wish to examine other reasons for regard
ing reward magnitude seriallearning and various varied
reward phenomena as similar. These reasons have not
been previously considered in print.

My general point below is that the rule learning view
and, as I will show subsequently, the position-item view
are faced with the following dilemma. On the one hand,
the argument that reward magnitude serial learning and
other varied magnitude situations differ fundamentally is
implausible. On the other hand, seeing them as similar
creates problems, since both views are inconsistent with
a wide variety of varied reward data. The nature of the
dilemma could be illustrated by employing a number of
different varied reward phenomena. I will attempt to do
so initially by employing the effects of single alternation
reward schedules on acquisition and extinction.

Consider rats that manifest single alternation pattern
learning at a short ITI-say, 15-30 sec. Have they learned
a rule-specifically, the rule that reward and nonreward
trials alternate? Perhaps not according to Hulse (1980),
since in his view series with only two reward events do
not provide sufficient information for the proper rule to
be unambiguously encoded. Can we take seriously a view
that emphasizes rule learning but suggests that animals
may not encode the simple rule that rewarded and non
rewarded trials alternate? Consider, too, that very com
plicated rules can be generated from a mere two events
(e.g., they may be used to construct a counting schedule,
such as AAN and NAAN; see, e.g., Capaldi & Miller,
1988a). I think it is implausible to maintain that animals
learn rules but may not learn the simple rule that rewarded
and nonrewarded events single alternate. For the sake of
argument, let us accept that rats learn the alternation rule
under some conditions deemed favorable to rule encod
ing by Hulse (1980)-for example, at short ITIs. The
problem with this approach is that rats alternate at long
as well as at short ITIs (see, e.g., Jobe et al., 1977). Hulse
(1980) might suggest that rats learn the alternation rule
at short but not at long ITIs. The problem with this for
mulation is that available data reveal that variables which
facilitate single alternation pattern running at short ITIs
also facilitate it at long ITIs (see Jobe et al. , 1977) and
that other sequential effects are similar at all ITIs (e.g. ,
Capaldi & Capaldi, 1970; Jobe & Mellgren, 1974).
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Roitblat and his coworkers (Roitblat, 1982; Roitblat
et al. , 1983) have applied the position item view to re
ward magnitude seriallearning but not to varied reward
data generally . D' Amato (1991) has suggested, however,
that the position-itern view may be applied to varied re
ward data. This suggestion is not feasible in my view.
For example, the position-itern view seems implausible
when applied to data reported by Bloom and Capaldi
(1961), who trained rats under a single alternation sched
ule with 12 trials held each day. They reported that the
rats eventually ran faster on all rewarded trials than on
all nonrewarded trials. Are we to believe that rats are
capable of discriminating between Position 11, a rewarded
trial run fast, and Position 12, a nonrewarded trial run
slow? Even if rats were able to discriminate between the
l l th and 12th positions in aseries, consider too that we
have found in our laboratory (unpublished study) that rats
will show single alternation patterning when on half the
days the series begins with a rewarded trial and on half
the days it begins with a nonrewarded trial. When trained
in this way, the rat runs fast on Trial 1 of the day (50%
reward). Following Trial 1, the rat behaves in accordance
with the single alternation series on all subsequent trials;
that is, on Trial 2, it runs fast ifTrial 1 was nonrewarded,
and slow if Trial 1 was rewarded. Under these conditions,
of course, all positions in the series are partially rewarded,
and because there is no consistent relation between posi
tion and reward event, single alternation patterning should
be impossible, according to the position-item view. This
finding should not be surprising: my coworkers and I have
reported similar findings often. For example, in Experi
ment 4 ofCapaldi and Verry (1981), which was consid
ered previously, rats correctly anticipated rewarded and
nonrewarded trials which occurred on Trials 2 and 3 of
their series when trained concurrently under the two se
ries RNN and NRR, an impossibilityif all that rats learned
were position-item associations. Tao, my counting studies
described earlier cannot be explained in terms of position
item associations. In the series AAN and NAAN, Posi
tion 3 received 50% irregular reward, for example, yet
rats ran slow on Trial 3 of AAN and fast on Trial 3 of
NAAN.

A Future Direction for Reward
Magnitude Serial Learning

In animal seriallearning, as in human seriallearning,
series may be employed, and often are, which are con
founded in the sense that any result obtained may plausi
bly be explained by two or more different theories. Crow
der (1976) provides examples of such confounding in
human seriallearning. An example of such confounding
in animal seriallearning was supplied earlier, when it was
shown that faster learning of the monotonic series
14-7-3-1-0 than ofthe nonmonotonic series 14-1-3-7-0
could be explained by three different views: rule learn
ing, position-item associations, and the memory sequen
tial approach. Let us examine this current controversy in

the light of an earlier one in connection with maze learn
ing by rats.

Early on there was considerable controversy concern
ing the sensory basis of maze learning in rats. Did rats
learn mazes by employing vision? Or smell? Or kinesthe
sis? And so on. A considerable number of investigations
ultimately revealed that rats could learn mazes by employ
ing any of these sensory avenues (see especially Munn,
1950). If rats were denied, say, vision, either by blind
ing them or by running them in total darkness, they would
nevertheless learn the maze employing, say, kinesthesis.
In well-illurninated roorns with plenty of landmarks, how
ever, vision appeared to be dominant (see, e.g., Munn,
1950; Restle, 1957). I think that the controversy in re
ward magnitude seriallearning resembles in many ways
that which occurred in the early days of maze learning.
As one example, demonstrating that rats master series im
possible to learn on the basis of position-itern associa
tions (e.g., the RNN and NRR series) does not mean rats
are incapable of employing such associations. I do think
that rats have some limited capacity to learn position
item associations when these are valid. For example, I
do not doubt that rats can discriminate between Positions 1
and 2 of aseries. However, rats may not be able to dis
criminate between, say, Positions 11 and 12 of aseries.

I also think that rats learn rules. I have said as much,
it will be recalled, in connection with my counting studies.
I suggest that rats given a single alternation schedule will
encode the rule that rewarded and nonrewarded trials al
ternate, if they are given sufficient training-say, about
80-100 trials (see, e.g., Bloom & Capaldi, 1961). Early
in training under the single alternation schedule, rats learn
associations between memories of items and items and
between memories of items and the response. Forming
such associations is in no way incompatible with learn
ing rules. The difference between my positionand Hulse's
is this: he suggests that the conditions under which ani
mals learn S-S and S-R associations preclude rule learn
ing and vice versa. I do not see a necessary incompatibil
ity between associative learning and rule learning. I would
agree with Hulse, however, that rule learning emerges
later in training than associative learning, at least in the
naive animal.

An implication of the position expressed above is that
some sorts of research are not as useful for making infer
ences as they might otherwise seem. Specifically, dem
onstrating that serial learning occurred under conditions
impossible to explain by theory X does not necessarily
imply that theory Xis useless and should be rejected. It
may be that theory Xis a viable explanation of seriallearn
ing under some conditions. If so, our approach should
be to discover the conditions, if any, under which theory
X plays a role in explaining behavior. This approach, if
adopted, would contrast with that so far employed in re
ward magnitude serial learning, which has emphasized
theory testing and rejection. What I am suggesting here
is hardly new. As early as 1913, it was suggested that



in serial tasks people might learn item-itern associations,
position-item associations, and rules, and might organize
series into chunks (see Woodworth, 1938).

A NEW DIRECTION:
A THEORY OF EXPECTANCY

Consider an animal that is about to respond on trial X.
According to conventional usage, if on trial X the animal
remembers the reward event that occurred on, say, the
previous trial, it is employing retrospective memory. And
if on trial X the animal anticipates the reward event con
tingent on its current response, it is employing what some
callprospective memory (e.g., Chatlosh & Wasserman,
1992), more commonly called anticipation or expectancy
(e.g., Amsel, 1992). The sequential view has emphasized
retrospective memory, pointing to what it considered to
be inadequacies of theories that emphasize prospective
memory. Historically, of course, prospective memory or
anticipation has been much more heavily emphasized than
retrospective memory in animallearning, to say the least
(see, e.g., Amsel, 1958; Hull, 1930; Spence, 1956; Tol
man, 1932). A new and promising direction for the growth
of the sequential view is the utilization of an expectancy
assumption. The incorporation of an expectancy assump
tion into the sequential view will allow it to explain addi
tional phenomena, phenomena not explained by other
views, and will suggest new directions for further re
search. In what follows, I will, first, describe in general
terms the approach to expectancy utilized by the sequen
tial view, an approach that is in some respects unique and
in other respects quite conventional. Second, I will de
scribe the specific assumptions employed by the present
approach to expectancy. Finally, employing the present
sequential expectancy approach, I will explain a variety
of phenomena that until now have proved perplexing to
all types of theories.

Expectancy: A General Description
of the Sequential Approach

Two major differences exist between the sequential view
of expectancy and other views. One difference, stated in
formally, is this. Traditional views emphasize, and em
phasize only, what the animal may be expecting on the
current trial X. On the basis of the sort of data I described
in the previous section, I suggest that the animal may come
to expect not only the reward event to occur on the cur
rent trial X, but that associated with one or more future
trials X+ 1, X+2, etc. For example, an animal given the
two series of rewarded and nonrewarded trials, RNR and
RNN, in regular order will eventually come (1) to antic
ipate the Trial 2 event, nonreward, in both series (run
slow) , but (2) will ron more slowly on that trial in the
series terminating in nonreward, the RNN series, than in
the series terminating in reward, the RNR series (see,
e.g., Capaldi, 1992; Capaldi & Miller, 1988c; Capaldi,
Nawrocki, & Verry, 1983; Capaldi& Verry, 1981). Such
behavior suggests that on Trial 2 the animal is anticipat-
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ing not only the Trial 2 event, nonreward, but also the
Trial 3 event, running faster on Trial 2 when that event
is reward (RNR series) than when that event is nonreward
(RNN series). Let us call this multitrial expectancy. The
basis of multitrial expectancy is chunking. As indicated
earlier, rats form not only trial chunks, emphasized by
traditional theories, but series chunks, emphasized by the
present view. Series chunks are the basis of multitrial
expectancy.

The very meaning of expectancy is that some event
which occurs prior to, for example, areward event, will
give rise to a representation of that reward event. In tradi
tional formulations, the events giving rise to expectancy
tend to be identified as exteroceptive cues such as visual
or auditory cues, although cues associated with food dep
rivation and the like have also been implicated (see, e.g.,
Hull, 1931), and more recently, Lobaugh, Greene, Grant,
Nick, and Amsel (1989) have suggested that stimulus
traces may give rise to expectancies. I differ with the tradi
tional view in two main ways. First, I think that too great
a role is assigned to exteroceptive stimuli in promoting
expectancy. Second, I think that the traditional approach
overlooks, or at least minimizes, a major source of stimu
lation that gives rise to expectancies-that associated with
various retrospective memories. Others have also sug
gested that animals employ both retrospective and pro
spective memory (see, e.g., Chatlosh & Wasserman,
1992; Wasserman, 1986). Moreover, within the frame
work of anticipatory response theory, which heavily em
phasizes prospective memory, a mechanism of retrospec
tive memory is to be found: a fading stimulus trace.
Unconditioned responses such as primary frustration (RF)
produce stimuli (SF) that may persist briefly and acquire
control over responding (see, e.g., Amsel, 1958, 1962,
1992).

Other views which have suggested that behavior is con
trolled by both retrospective and prospective memories
have seen each as exercising independent control. lam
suggesting that the two operate in tandem-that retrospec
tive memories give rise to prospective memories. How
does this sort of S-S association differ from one in which,
say, a visual cue elicits the expectancy? Only in this: a
retrospective memory, rather than, for example, a visual
cue, elicits the expectancy. This assumption is in one re
spect quite conventional. That is to say, once it is granted
that reward events occur contiguously with retrospective
memories, there is no way to avoid the assumption that
retrospective memories may come to elicit prospective
memories exactly as any other stimuli do. In one respect,
all I am suggesting is that a dass of stimuli not previ
ously seen as giving rise to expectancies actually does so.

Before proceeding with a specific analysis of how and
when retrospective memories may come to elicit prospec
tive memories, let me briefly describe the possible inter
nal state of an animal on a particular trial X, according
to the view being advanced here. First, on some trial X
the animal may remember, retrospectively, reward events
associated with one, two, or more prior trials and the
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order in which those events occurred. Too, as indicated
above, on trial X the animal is capable of remembering,
prospectively, not only the reward outcome associated
with trial X but outcomes associated with one or more
subsequent trials, trial X+ I, trial X+2, etc. Thus, ac
cording to the retrospective-prospective view, on a given
trial X the animal may be remembering, both retrospec
tively and prospectively, a variety of reward events, its
behavior being influenced by both sources of memory (see
Figure 1).

The Sequential View of Expectancy:
Specific Assumptions

I assume that, with training, expectancies come to
reflect the reward conditions actually in force in connec
tion with a particular stimulus. As one example, if a par
ticular stimulus is associated with reward on half the oc
casions and nonreward on the other half, the animal will
form the expectancy that "reward and nonreward occur
about equally often." As another example, if a particu
lar stimulus is associated with large reward, the animal
will form an expectancy of larger reward. I refer to this
as the content of the expectancy.

Expectancies have strength as weIl as content. The ca
pacity of a given stimulus to give rise to an expectancy
of a certain content is an increasing function of the num
ber of conditioning trials. Thus, a given stimulus may have
a strong capacity to give rise to an expectancy of small
reward. Or it may have a weak capacity to give rise to
an expectancy oflarge reward. A question arises: Under
what conditions does a stimulus acquire the capacity to
elicit a particular expectancy?

In instrumental learning situations, the reward events
contingent upon an instrumental response are preceded
by a variety of cues. We know from both Pavlovian and
instrumental investigations that the predictive value ac
quired by each of these cues will depend on both its
saliency and its validity relative to other cues (e.g., Dick
inson, 1980; Diez-Chamizo, Sterio, & Mackintosh, 1985;
Haddad, Walkenbach, Preston, & Strong, 1981; Hagg
bloom, 1981; Wagner, 1971). Given such findings, I sug
gest, perhaps unsurprisingly, that the cue or cues which
most validly predict a given reward event, reward or non
reward, will give rise, all else being equal, to the stron
gest expectancy of that reward event. The cue that most
validly signals areward event may be of any kind. It may
be an exteroceptive cue. It may be an interoceptive cue.
More specifically, the interoceptive cue may be the
prospective memory of one or more reward events. Be
low I will show that in, say, partial reward situations,
prospective memories of reward events cannot be less
valid than static apparatus cues and that in general they
are more valid, sometimes much more valid than appara
tus cues. I will illustrate this by using initially a regular
reward schedule, a single alternation schedule, and then
an irregular 50% schedule.

Under the single alternation schedule, the runway ap
paratus cues are followed by reward 50% ofthe time and

by nonreward 50% ofthe time. Thus, the apparatus cues
are much less valid predictors of reward and nonreward
than the retrospective memories are. That is, the appara
tus cues can tell the animal only that reward may occur
on this trial with a probability of .50. However, the
retrospective memory of nonreward, or SN, is a perfectly
valid predictor of reward, a 100% predictor. And the
retrospective memory of reward, SR, is a perfectly valid
predictor of nonreward, a 100% predictor. Let us label
the expectancies of reward and of nonreward as ER and
EN, respectively. Under the single alternation schedule,
then, we would have the following S-S associations: SN
would elicit ER(SN ~ ER),and SRwould elicit EN (SR ~

EN). Put inforrnally, when later in training SN is retrieved,
the animal anticipates reward and so runs fast, and when
SR is retrieved, the animal anticipates nonreward and so
runs slow. Let us consider now an irregular 50% sched
ule of reward.

Recall that rats are capable of determining, within lim
its, how many nonrewarded or rewarded trials have oc
curred. When this is the case, a given retrospective mem
ory cannot be a less valid signal for some reward event
than the static exteroceptive cues can. By way of exam
pie, let the overall percentage of irregular reward be 50%
and let the percentage of reward associated with a partic
ular retrospective memory be 30%, 50%, or 70%. For
example, the schedule may be so constructed that a sin
gle nonrewarded trial (or rewarded trial) is followed by
a rewarded trial on 30%,50%, or 70% ofthe occasions.
In the 30% case, the particular retrospective memory will
be a more valid predictor of nonreward than the static ap
paratus cues will. In the 50% case, both the particular
retrospective memory and the static apparatus cues will
be equally valid predictors of reward and nonreward. In
the 70% case, the particular retrospective memory will
be a more valid predictor of reward than the static ap
paratus cues will. Consider also that irregular schedules
are constructed such that only a given number of rewarded
or nonrewarded trials is allowed to occur in succession,
say three. Under such a schedule, the retrospective mem
ory associated with three R trials in succession, call it SR3,
will be a perfectly valid signal for nonreward (SR3 ~ EN),
and the retrospective memory associated with three non
rewarded trials in succession, SN3, will be a perfectly valid
signal for reward (SN3 ~ ER). Because of retrospective
memory, then, even in a so-called 50% irregular sched
ule of partial reward, the animal could find itself in a
position to correctly predict reward outcomes on a better
than chance basis, and this could be the case much more
often than not, depending on the specific arrangement of
rewarded and nonrewarded trials in the schedule.

As implied in the preceding comrnents, better expec
tancies-those associated with larger magnitudes or higher
reward percentages-elicit more vigorous responding.
This may occur, obviously enough, via a motivational
route. It mayaiso occur via a conditioning route. As an
example of the latter, recognize that larger reward not
only results in a "better" expectancy, but it results in a



stronger association between ER and the instrumental re
sponse; that is, all stimuli including SRand SN are more
strongly conditioned to, the larger the reward magnitude.
An example of the associative structure I have in mind,
then, is as follows: SRelicits ER, an S-S association, and
both SR and ER elicit the instrumental response, an S-R
association. Except for the prominent role assigned to SR,
the associative structure identified above is in many
respects conventional (see, e.g., Amsel, 1992).

Sequential Expectancy: Explaining
Some Perplexing Phenomena

The view of reward expectancy outlined above allows
the sequential model to explain a variety of additional phe
nomena. As an illustration ofthis, I will apply the sequen
tial expectancy model to a variety of phenomena that have
existed in the literature for many years without having
been adequately explained, despite their being of critical
theoretical significance. These phenomena are the effects
of overtraining on extinction following partial reward, the
effects of overtraining on acquisition responding under
a 50% irregular schedule of partial reward, and the ef
fects on extinction of a shift from a single alternation
schedule of partial reward to a schedule of consistent
reward.

Overtraining and partial reward extinction. It has
been shown, employing partial reward, that extended ac
quisition training, called overtraining, may result in re
duced resistance to extinction relative to smaller numbers
of acquisition trials. This was shown employing a single
alternation schedu1e ofpartial reward (Capaldi, 1958) and
a 50% irregular schedu1e ofpartial reward (McCain et al.,
1962; Wagner, 1963). These extinction findings were
shown to be inconsistent with Amsel's (1962) frustration
hypothesis by Wagner (1963) and indeed were suggested
to be incompatible with any available hypothesis by
McCain et al. (1962). While Capaldi (1958) and McCain
et al. (1962) employed a very short ITI, 15-30 sec, that
employed by Wagner (1963) was not explicitly specified
but it was undoubtedly longer. In any event, it may be
that the effects of partial reward overtraining on extinc
tion is a massed trial effect. Daly and Daly (1982) have
considered the effects of overtraining on extinction rela
tive to 50% irregular reward. The present explanation of
the overtraining partial reward effect is as follows. As
a result of overtraining, rats come to learn better and better
the contingencies built into even a 50% irregular sched
ule of reward, much less a single alternation schedule.
Most importantly, they leam, with some degree of preci
sion, what the longest N-length in acquisition is and, as
indicated above, following that number of nonrewarded
trials, expectancy of reward is high. Overtraining thus
introduces two new factors in extinction as opposed to
more limited training. First, it aids discrimination of the
acquisitionconditions from the extinctionconditions in that
the animal is better able to determine when the number
of nonrewarded trials in extinction exceeds the longest
N-length in acquisition. Second, when this occurs, it results
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in the nonreinforcement of a strong expectancy of reward
and thus, as Amsel (1958, 1962) has suggested, in con
siderable disappointment or frustration. Together, these
two factors-enhanced discrimination and frustration
would hasten extinction.

Overtraining and partial reward in acquisition. Fig
ure 1 of this report, as well as other findings from my
laboratory (see, e.g., Capaldi, 1964, 1966, 1992), indi
cate that rats are able to determine with some precision
how many nonrewarded trials precede a rewarded trial.
Too, my counting studies show that rats are able to de
termine with some precision how many rewarded trials
precede a nonrewarded trial (e.g., Capaldi & Miller,
1988a). Both ofthese findings were obtained employing
highly regular fixed repeating schedules. Is there any rea
son to assume that rats are sensitive to similar, but more
subtle contingencies, when they are presented in an ir
regular 50% schedule of reward? Fortunately, for the
present view of expectancy, there is. In McCain et al.' s
(1962) investigation, which employed either 60 or 200
trials of irregular 50% reward, the probability of reward
following reward was .34 and the probability ofreward
following nonreward was .62. Early in training-say,
Trials 1-60-the rats tended to run faster following re
ward than following nonreward-a common finding, as
will be recalled. From about Trials 80-140, running was
about equally fast following rewarded and nonrewarded
trials. But by the end oftraining, on Trials 181-200, run
ning tended to be faster following nonrewarded than fol
lowing rewarded trials, As one index ofthis, early in train
ing (Trials 1-10), it appears that only 1 of 18 rats ran
faster following nonrewarded than following rewarded
trials, whereas by the end of training (Trials 181-200),
8 or 9 rats ran faster following nonrewarded than follow
ing rewarded trials. As another index, one especially per
tinent here, if one compares the last training day of the
60- and 2oo-trial groups, the 2oo-trial group ran faster
following nonrewarded trials, yet the 2oo-trial group ex
tinguished more rapidly. Both findings are consistent with
the view of expectancy outlined here.

Shirts from partial to consistent reward. Some years
ago, Theios (1962) reported that a shift from irregular
partial reward to consistent reward had very little effect
on resistance to extinction relative to partial reward alone.
This finding was taken to be inconsistent with certain the
ories that might expect a shift from partial reward to con
sistent reward to reduce resistance to extinction. Subse
quently, a variety of other investigators employing
irregular partial reward schedules reported similar find
ings (e.g., Sutherland, Mackintosh, & Wolfe, 1965).
However, some years later, a rather different finding was
reported by Campbell, Knouse, and Wroten (1970), who
found that a shift from a single alternation schedule to
consistent reward increased resistance to extinction rela
tive to single alternation training alone. Since Campbell
et al. also reported that single alternation alone produced
greater resistance to extinction than consistent reward
alone produced, the paradoxical nature of their finding
is apparent: A shift from a schedule that produced greater
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resistance to extinction, single alternation, to one that pro
duced lesser resistance to extinction, consistent reward,
increased rather than decreased resistance to extinction.
I have recently obtained findings similar to those of Camp
bell et al. by employing very simple two-trial sequences,
a rewarded trial followed by a nonrewarded trial, RN,
or two rewarded trials is succession, RR (Capaldi, 1993).
We found in our laboratory that a shift from RN to RR
increased resistance to extinction relative to RN alone or
RR alone. RR alone and RN alone produced about equal
resistance to extinction.

It is important to note that the shift from single alterna
tion to consistent reward in the Campbell et al. study
(1970) and the shift from RN to RR in our studies oc
curred after the rats had come to strongly anticipate non
reward. In short, at the time of shift in these studies, the
retrospective memory SR gave rise to EN or SR -+ EN.
Perhaps it can be seen why the present expectancy in
terpretation would expect a shift from single alternation
to consistent reward and from RN to RR to elevate resis
tance to extinction. Very simply, in the shift phase, SR
would elicit EN, and EN would occur on rewarded trials
and so would be conditioned to the instrumental response.
Thus, when EN subsequently occurred in extinction it
would tend to elicit responding. Note that EN does not
become conditioned to the instrumental response under
either the consistent reward schedule or the RR schedule
given alone. And under either the single alternation sched
ule or the RN schedule given alone, ENis inhibitory, not
excitatory .

It is perhaps apparent why a shift from an irregular par
tial reward schedule to a consistent reward schedule does
not increase resistance to extinction. Under an irregular
partial reward schedule, transitions from rewarded trials
to rewarded trials occur. These RR transitions would have
two effects. One is that EN would not be as strongin the
presence of SRunder partial reward training as under sin
gle alternation or RN training. A second is that, to some
extent, EN would already have become a signal for re
ward in the acquisition phase. Thus, on a shift from an
irregular partial reward schedule to a consistent reward
schedule, ENwould not become a substantially better sig
nal for reward in the shift phase.

The single alternation to consistent reward and RN to
RR shift findings indicate, according to the present hy
pothesis, that if an S- cue, in the present case SR, is re
warded, EN will become a signal for reward, thereby
elevating resistance to extinction. In a highly provocative
and most interesting series of experiments, Haggbloom
(1988), among other things, rewarded rats in the pres
ence of an exteroceptive S- cue (e.g., a tactile cue). This
produced increased resistance to extinction relative to a
variety of controls. I interpret Haggbloom's (1988) find
ings in the same terms as the shifts from single alterna
tion to consistent reward or RN to RR; in the shift phase,
an S- cue gave rise to EN, which became a signal for
reward. In Haggbloom's case, the S- cue was an ex-

teroceptive cue. In our investigations and that of Camp
bell et al. (1970), the S- cue was an interoceptive cue,
SR.

The Theoretical Basis of Expectancy
Within the Hullian tradition, Pavlovian conditioning is

considered to be the mechanism of expectancy (see, e.g.,
Amsel, 1958, 1962, 1967, 1992; Spence, 1956, 1960).
Briefly, according to the Hullian view, goalbox cues may
function as conditioned stimuli or CSs, with food in the
goalbox as the unconditioned stimulus or US; eating is
the unconditioned response or UR, with anticipatory eat
ing, rg , being the conditioned response, or CR. This CR
may come to be elicited by cues similar to the goal cues
(e.g., startbox cues). It is assumed that rg produces stim
uli, Sg, which may be conditioned to the instrumental re
sponse. The Pavlovian approach to expectancy is in no
way incompatible with a sequential approach. In fact, as
will be shown in due course, incorporating into the se
quential model the idea that ENand ER arise via Pavlov
ian conditioning may produce a variety of advantages.

I assume that retrospective memories such as SR and
SN can function as CSs, acquiring the capacity to elicit
a representation of the anticipated US exactly as do con
ventional CSs. In other words, EN and ER are represen
tations ofthe anticipated US, and SR and SNare CSs that
elicit those representations. Before I cite some advantages
of this assumption, let us consider some findings con
cerned with overshadowing and blocking which suggest
that retrospective memories may function in a manner sim
ilar to conventional CSs, such as apparatus cues. If two
conventional CSs, A and B, are presented in compound,
AB, the more salient ofthe two may reduce the capacity
ofthe other to elicit the CR. This, as previously indicated,
is called overshadowing. If A is presented prior to the
AB compound, the capacity of B to elicit the CR may be
reduced. This is called blocking. A number of studies have
shown that SR and SN may block or overshadow ex
teroceptive cues and vice versa (e.g., Haddad et al., 1981;
Haggbloom, 1981; Haggbloom & Tillman, 1980). In these
respects, then, SRand SNare similar to conventional CSs
(see also Neely & Wagner, 1974).

Consider another possible point of similarity between
SRand SNand conventional CSs. Although the data from
Pavlovian experiments are not as clear as might be desired,
it appears that as the percentage of reward (US presenta
tions) decline, so too does the asymptote of responding
or the vigor ofthe CR (see Mackintosh, 1974). Thus, view
ing SRand SNas conventional CSs can be used to explain
not merely a variety of serial learning acquisition find
ings obtained with regular schedules, such as single alter
nation pattern learning, but, as weIl, the sort of pattern
ing fmdings reported by McCain et al. (1962). Recall that
McCain et al. reported, employing a 50% irregular sched
ule of partial reward, that when given sufficient training,
rats ran faster following nonrewarded trials (62% of non
rewarded trials were followed by rewarded) than follow-



ing rewarded trials (34% followed by rewarded). Viewing
retrospective memories as CSs, we may say that with train
ing rats came to run faster in the presence of SN than SR
because SNwas associated with the higher reward percent
age and thus elicited the stronger expectancy of reward.

A possible significant advantage of clearly identifying
retrospective memories such as SR and SN as CSs having
properties in common with conventional CSs suggests it
self. It may be easier than otherwise to understand how,
when, and why retrospective memories may come to ex
ercise control over instrumental responding. This is be
cause, once the retrospective memories are seen as CSs,
the assumption that they are in competition with other CSs
for control over behavior is unavoidable. I will provide
two examples of what I have in mind.

We saw that the present expectancy view can explain
why a shift from either single alternation to consistent re
ward or from RN to RR increases resistance to extinc
tion, whereas a shift from irregular partial reward to con
sistent reward does not. It has also been found that a shift
from consistent reward to irregular partial reward de
creases resistance to extinction substantially, relative to
partial reward alone. This is easily understood in terms
ofblocking (see Haggbloom, 1983). In the consistent re
ward phase, two different CSs, the apparatus cues and
SR, are equally valid predictors of reward, so both
presumably will acquire some tendency to elicit the in
strumental response. In the partial reward phase, SNwill
occur following nonrewarded trials and on rewarded
trials, but its potential to acquire control over the in
strumental response will be reduced because another CS,
the apparatus cues, has previously acquired some control
over the instrumental response. In short, the apparatus
cues block SN from acquiring control over responding.
Thus, shifts from consistent reward to irregular partial
reward decrease resistance to extinction, presumably be
cause of blocking.

Consider another example of two CSs competing for
control over the instrumental response, one which is
speculative but may turn out to have serious implications
for a better understanding of discrimination learning. For
this example, let reward occur in, say, a black runway,
S+, and let nonreward occur in a white runway, S-.
Previously it was indicated that available data suggest that,
both early and late in training, SR is retrieved on transi
tions from S+ to S+ and SN is retrieved on transitions
from S- to S-. Moreover, early in training, SR may be
retrieved on transitions from S+ to S- and SN may be
retrieved on transitions from S- to S+, but that is not
the case later in training. But, we may ask, what is
retrieved somewhat later in training on transitions from
S+ to S- and from S- to S+? Although this has not been
established as yet, it seems reasonable to believe, on the
basis of retrieval findings obtained in arecent discrimi
nation task (Capaldi et al., 1991), that SN is retrieved in
S- and SR in S+. When this occurs, two cues are valid
signals for reward (SR, S+), and two cues are valid sig
nals for nonreward (SN, S-). The control acquired over
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the instrumental response by each cue in each compound
will depend on the relative salience ofthe cues. Blocking
may be a factor, since S+ may have acquired some prior
excitatory control, and S-, some prior inhibitory control,
On the other hand, blocking may be less a factor than
might be thought. It has been shown that if in a blocking
investigation the superimposed cue in the compound (e.g.,
B) is much more salient than the originally conditioned
cue, blocking fails and B acquires substantial control over
responding (Hall, Mackintosh, Goodall, & Dal Martello,
1977). This observation is relevant because it has been
shown that cues such as SR and SN may overshadow ex
teroceptive cues, which indicates that SR and SN are rea
sonably salient cues (see, e.g., Haggbloom, 1981). At
present, there are no data available which clearly indi
cate what the consequences may be of SR, S+ and SN,
S- being valid signals for reward and nonreward, re
spectively, in the later stages of discrimination training.
A possibility being alluded to here, of course, is that SR
and SNmay exercise considerable control over discrimina
tive responding under a wide variety of, and possibly all,
conditions.

CONCLUSIONS

The Hull-Sheffield hypothesis ascribed the partial rein
forcement extinction effect to fading stimulus traces which
could carry over from one trial to the next, providing that
the interval between trials was short. As we have seen,
this general sort of assumption was retained in the Hul
lian framework, since unconditioned responses are seen
as giving rise to unconditioned stimuli which may persist
(see, e.g., Amsel, 1992). In any case, byabout 1960 many
suggested that intertrial explanations of the Hull-Sheffield
sort were passe and should be replaced by intratrial ex
planations (see, e.g., Amsel, 1962; Lawrence & Fes
tinger, 1962; Lewis, 1960). An intratrial explanation, it
was said, ascribed the partial reinforcement extinction ef
fect to "some kind oflearning mechanism developing on
each trial in acquisition and having its effect, associatively
later in extinction" (Amsel, 1962, p. 310). As I under
stand the intratrial approach, it suggests that the proper
unit of theoretical analysis is the individual trial-as de
fined, say, by a trip down the runway from startbox to
goalbox.

Earlier I identified three sorts of chunks-the trial
chunk, the series chunk, and the list chunk. Phenomena
such as the partial reinforcement extinction effect were
seen as examples of series chunks (see Capaldi, 1992).
Counting, as investigated in my laboratory, is an exam
ple of aseries chunk, with the animallearning, for ex
ample, that the signal for nonreward is three rewarded
events. It may be that many ofthe phenomena investigated
in animallearning are examples of series chunks. Thus,
while the trial chunk is a useful unit of analysis for some
purposes, it may be that the more useful unit for most
purposes is the series chunk. Clearly, series chunks are
involved in varied reward situations. They may also be
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involved in all phases of conventional discrimination
learning. For example, we saw that in the early trials of
brightness differential conditioning, where, say, reward
occurs in S+ and nonreward in S-, available evidence
strongly suggests that memories stored in one alternative
may be retrieved in either alternativeand so aseries chunk
is being utilized. Evidence also suggests that later in train
ing a memory stored in one alternative might not be
retrieved in the other alternative. Does this mean that se
ries chunks are no longer involved? Perhaps not. I went
on to speculate that somewhat later in training, as the an
imal comes to sharply discriminate between the two al
ternatives, it might retrieve SR only in S+ and SN only
in S-, regardless of the sequence of S+ and S- trials.
In that event, the animal would be employing two more
or less independent series chunks, one for S+ and one
for S-. This, of course, is an intertrial explanation.

There is a second sense in which our theorizing applied
to, say, brightness differential conditioning is not an intra
trial theory as defined by Amsel and others. Earlier in
this paper, not only was it suggested that later in training
the animal anticipated reward in S+ and nonreward in
S-, but ER, it was said, might be elicited by SR as weIl
as by S+. And EN, it was said, might be elicited by SN
as weIl as by S-, depending -on the relative salience of
these various stimuli. Thus, expectancy itself may be an
intertrial phenomenon in conventional discrimination
tasks. Whatever the case in discrimination tasks, expec
tancy was considered to be an intertrial phenomenon in
varied reward tasks, as indicated by the interpretation of
data such as shown in Figure l.

The sequential model is not merely an intertrial model;
it is an intertrial model with a vengeance, so to speak.
Contrast it with the HuIl-Sheffield view, one of the few
relatively successful and weIl-known intertrial models.
As indicated, the sequential model postulates memory re
trieval, not fading traces. It assurnes that the retrospec
tive memories of reward events have a variety of proper
ties, not merely sensory ones. It assurnes that SRand SN
may be retrieved at retention intervals of hours or days,
or that they may not be retrieved at retention intervals
of seconds. The sequential model assurnes that the ani
mal may remember not only the goal event from the prior
trial but also goal events from two or more prior trials.
It assurnes too that the animal may anticipate not only the
goal event to occur in the current trial, but the goal events
that are to occur in one or more subsequent trials. On each
trial, then, the animal's memory system may be said to
have a spread, retrospectively back to prior events and
prospectively forward to expected events. The spread is
not restricted to series, because, as we have seen, rats
can form list chunks as weIl as series chunks. List chunks
have been investigated little. Too, retrospective memo
ries may be encoded as rules,

When science is working properly, all theories are
replaced eventually by better theories. Whatever the fate
of this or that assumption of the sequential model or the
entire sequential model itself, two things seem clear to
me. First, a considerable number of phenomena have been

reported, some of them cited in this paper, which seem
to defy explanation in intratrial terms and cry, so to speak,
for some sort of intertrial explanation. Second, it does
not seem that we have seen the end of such intertrial phe
nomena. On the contrary, I expect that phenomena of an
intertrial character, which are more complex than those
currently available, which are complex enough, will con
tinue to be reported. This would constitute a continua
tion of a trend begun some 40-50 years ago. One might
date the beginning of a serious intertrial approach to the
partial reinforcement extinction effect generally or to sin
gle alternation pattern learning more specifically. Since
single alternation pattern learning was first reported by
Tyler et al. (1953), it has been shown that rats are capa
ble of even more complicated behaviors under a wide va
riety of conditions (e.g., long retention intervals). It seems
possible, if not probable, that as more and more data are
collected, the theoretical need for an intertrial approach
will become more and more apparent.
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